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1 Scoping Research
1.1 Methodology
The initial stage of the project involved a rapid literature review and scenario planning phase, taking
the myriad sources available in this area and using them to inform the development of the scenarios and
materials used in the later dialogue stages. This involved:
-

An initial alignment meeting between Royal Society and Ipsos MORI to set out the literature
review frame and to begin populating it with key documents, including those referenced within the
project’s Invitation to Tender and further recommendations from Royal Society team members.

-

This literature review was built upon by:

-

o

Following the references and authors of the initial documents

o

Additional recommendations from scoping interviews (see below)

o

Documents found through internet searching for key terms.

Once the final list of 73 documents were agreed, these documents were reviewed and analysed
into a code frame, highlighting the relevance for future scenarios and each of the dialogued six
key themes (Food production, biodiversity etc.).

For the full list of sources reviewed, please see 1.2 Bibliography below.
The scoping research also included interviews with land use experts and stakeholders to begin to
explore the trade-offs and win-wins that could be deliberated, to discover the most important information
that the public should know in order to deliberate effectively, and to gain recommendations for further
literature and case studies. The list of interviewees is described below at 1.3 while the topic guides can
be found at 1.4.

1.2 Bibliography
N.B. for consistency and conciseness, publications are listed by organisation(s) rather than individual
author(s).
Centre for Ecology & Hydrology, 2020, ASSET: ASSIST Scenario Exploration Tool. Available from:
https://assist.ceh.ac.uk/asset-assist-scenario-exploration-tool
Centre for Ecology & Hydrology, 2020, SPEED: Spatially explicit projections of environmental drivers
and impacts. Available from: https://www.ceh.ac.uk/uk-scape/speed-spatially-explicit-projectionsenvironmental-drivers-and-impacts
Committee on Climate Change, 2016, UK Climate Change Risk Assessment 2017 Synthesis report:
priorities for the next five years. Available from: https://www.theccc.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2016/07/UK-CCRA-2017-Synthesis-Report-Committee-on-Climate-Change.pdf
Committee on Climate Change, 2018, Land use: Reducing emissions and preparing for climate change.
Available from: https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/land-use-reducing-emissions-and-preparing-forclimate-change/land-use-reducing-emissions-and-preparing-for-climate-change-ccc-2018/
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Committee on Climate Change, 2020, Land use: Policies for a Net Zero UK. Available from:
https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/land-use-policies-for-a-net-zero-uk/
Committee on Climate Change / ADAS, 2016, UK land use projections and implications for mitigation
and adaptation. Available from: https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/adas-for-ccc-uk-land-useprojections-and-implications-for-mitigation-and-adaptation/
Committee on Climate Change / Centre for Ecology & Hydrology, 2018, Quantifying the impact of future
land use scenarios. Available from: https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Quantifyingthe-impact-of-future-land-use-scenarios-to-2050-and-beyond-Full-Report.pdf
Cranfield University, 2010, Identifying future risks to UK agricultural crop production Putting climate
change in context. Available from: https://core.ac.uk/reader/6115180
Cranfield University, 2014, Plausible Future Scenarios for the UK Food and Feed System – 2015 &
2035. Available from: https://www.food.gov.uk/sites/default/files/media/document/FINAL_FFS_ReportJune-2014.pdf
Defra / Government Statistical Service, 2019, The Future Farming and Environment Evidence
Compendium. Available from:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/83443
2/evidence-compendium-26sep19.pdf
Defra / University of Exeter, 2017, Evidence Statement on the links between natural environments and
human health. Available from:
http://randd.defra.gov.uk/Document.aspx?Document=14042_EvidenceStatementonnaturalenvironments
andhealth.pdf
Defra / WCA Environment, 2009, Assembling UK wide date on soil carbon (and greenhouse gas) in the
context of land management. Available from:
http://randd.defra.gov.uk/Document.aspx?Document=SP0567_9953_FRP.pdf
Environment Agency, 2017, Delivering sustainable river basin management: plausible future scenarios
for the water environment to 2030 and 2050 Report B: Full scenarios. Available from:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/70429
1/Future_water_scenarios_report_B_-_full_scenarios.pdf
ETH-Zürich / FAO / CIRAD, 2019, The global tree restoration potential. Available from:
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/365/6448/76
European Environment Agency, 2017, Landscapes in transition An account of 25 years of land cover
change in Europe. Available from: http://www.vliz.be/imisdocs/publications/308894.pdf
Food and Land Use Commission, 2019, Growing better: 10 critical transitions to transform food and land
use. Available from: https://www.foodandlandusecoalition.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/FOLUGrowingBetter-GlobalReport.pdf
Food Ethics Council, 2009, Future scenarios for the UK food system. Available from:
https://www.foodethicscouncil.org/resource/future-scenarios-for-the-uk-food-system/
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Food Standards Agency, 2016, Our future food. Available from:
https://www.food.gov.uk/sites/default/files/media/document/our-food-future-full-report.pdf
Forest Research, 2005, Climate change and the future for broadleaved tree species in Britain. Available
from: https://academic.oup.com/forestry/article/78/2/145/544784
Forestry Commission, 2010, Climate change: impacts and adaptation in England’s woodlands. Available
from: https://www.forestresearch.gov.uk/documents/947/FCRN201.pdf
Government Office for Science, 2010, Land Use Futures: Making the most of land in the 21st century.
Available from:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/28884
3/10-631-land-use-futures.pdf
Government Office for Science / Foresight, 2011, Foresight Project on Global Food and Farming
Futures. Available from: https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/global-food-and-farming-futures
Green Alliance, 2019, Cutting the climate impact of land use. Available from: https://www.greenalliance.org.uk/resources/Cutting_climate_impact_of_land_use.pdf
Imperial College London / DECC / FCO, 2016, Land use futures in Europe: how changes in diet,
agricultural practices and forestlands could help reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Available from:
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/media/imperial-college/grantham-institute/public/publications/briefingpapers/Land-Use-Futures-in-Europe---web-version-v3.pdf
INRA / CIRAD, 2016, Agrimonde-Terra: Foresight land use and food security in 2050. Available from:
https://www.inrae.fr/sites/default/files/pdf/agrimonde-terra-synthese-24-p-en-anglais-1.pdf
Institute for Prospective Technological Studies / European Research Council, 2012, The future of
agriculture. Prospective scenarios and modelling approaches for policy analysis. Available from:
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0264837711001517
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change / Royal Society, 2019, Climate change and land – Royal
Society summary. Available from: https://royalsociety.org/-/media/policy/projects/climate-change/IPCCspecial-report-briefing-climate-change-and-land.pdf
Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services, 2019, Global
Assessment Report on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services. Available from:
https://ipbes.net/sites/default/files/inline/files/ipbes_global_assessment_report_summary_for_policymake
rs.pdf
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) / Sustainable Development Solutions
Network, 2019, Pathways to Sustainable Land-Use and Food Systems in the United Kingdom by 2050.
Available from: https://www.foodandlandusecoalition.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/FABLE-interimreport_UK_low.pdf
James Hutton Institute, 2015, Scenarios and land use futures. Available from:
https://www.hutton.ac.uk/research/archive/2011-16/realising-lands-potential/scenarios-and-land-usefutures
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James Hutton Institute / Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, 2012, Testing Public Preferences
for Future Land Uses and Landscapes. Available from:
https://www.geos.ed.ac.uk/~gisteac/proceedingsonline/GISRUK2012/Papers/presentation-91.pdf
Met Office / University of Exeter / Earth System Science Center / Centre for Ecology & Hydrology, 2019,
Representation of fire, land-use change and vegetation dynamics in the Joint UK Land Environment
Simulator vn4.9 (JULES). Available from: https://www.geosci-model-dev.net/12/179/2019/gmd-12-1792019.pdf
The Natural Capital Initiative, 2011, Enabling citizen choices about land use and the natural
environment. Available from: https://www.naturalcapitalinitiative.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2014/06/NCI_Citizenchoices_16Feb2011_Meetingreport-FINAL.pdf
The Nature Conservancy et al., 2017, Natural climate solutions. Available from:
https://www.pnas.org/content/114/44/11645
National Farmers Union, 2019, The Future of Food 2040. Available from: https://www.nfuonline.com/nfuonline/news/the-future-of-food-2040/
Natural England, 2009, England’s natural environment in 2060 - issues, implications and scenarios.
Available from: http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/31030
NNFCC for DECC, 2012, Domestic Energy Crops; Potential and Constraints Review. Available from:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/48342
/5138-domestic-energy-crops-potential-and-constraints-r.PDF
OECD, 2016, Alternative futures for global food and agriculture. Available from:
https://www.oecd.org/publications/alternative-futures-for-global-food-and-agriculture-9789264247826en.htm
Office for National Statistics, 2019, Valuing green spaces in urban areas: a hedonic price approach using
machine learning techniques. Available from:
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/environmentalaccounts/articles/valuinggreenspacesinurbanareas/ahed
onicpriceapproachusingmachinelearningtechniques
Policy Network, 2018, The Future of Farming - UK agricultural policy after Brexit. Available from:
https://policynetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/The-Future-of-Farming_FINAL.pdf
Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research /Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, 2018, Biomass-based
negative emissions difficult to reconcile with planetary boundaries. Available from:
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-017-0064-y
Public Policy Institute for Wales/Sefydliad Polisi Cyhoeddus i Gymru, 2018, The Implications of Brexit for
Agriculture, Rural Areas and Land Use in Wales. Available from: https://www.wcpp.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2018/04/The-Implications-of-Brexit-for-Agriculture-Rural-Areas-and-Land-Use-in-Wales1.pdf
Research Institute for Knowledge Systems, 2008, Assessment and scenarios of land use change in
Europe. Available from: https://ec.europa.eu/environment/nature/ecosystems/docs/annex_ii.pdf
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Rothamsted Research et al, 2018, Grassland futures in Great Britain – Productivity assessment and
scenarios for land use change opportunities. Available from:
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0048969718311550
Royal Society, 2019, Microplastics in freshwater and soil. Available from: https://royalsociety.org/topicspolicy/projects/microplastics-in-freshwater-and-soils/
Royal Society / RAND Europe, 2018, The impact of ammonia emissions from agriculture on biodiversity.
Available from: https://royalsociety.org/-/media/policy/projects/evidence-synthesis/Ammonia/Ammoniareport.pdf
Royal Society / Royal Academy of Engineering, 2018, Greenhouse gas removal. Available from:
https://royalsociety.org/-/media/policy/projects/greenhouse-gas-removal/royal-society-greenhouse-gasremoval-report-2018.pdf
RSA, 2019, Our Future in the Land. Available from: https://www.thersa.org/reports/future-land
RSA, 2019, Food, Farming and Countryside Commission. Available from: https://www.thersa.org/actionand-research/rsa-projects/public-services-and-communities-folder/food-farming-and-countrysidecommission/reports
RSPB / State of Nature Partnership, 2019, State of Nature 2019. Available from: https://nbn.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2019/09/State-of-Nature-2019-UK-full-report.pdf
Sainsbury’s, Future of Food Report, 2019. Available from:
https://www.about.sainsburys.co.uk/~/media/Files/S/Sainsburys/pdf-downloads/future-of-food-08.pdf
Scottish Government / Dialogue Matters, 2016, Engaging and empowering communities and
stakeholders in rural land use and land management in Scotland. Available from:
https://www.gov.scot/publications/engaging-empowering-communities-stakeholders-rural-land-use-landmanagement-scotland/pages/16/
Scottish Government / Scotland's Rural College, 2018, Assessing the impacts of alternative post-Brexit
trade and agricultural support policy scenarios on Scottish farming systems. Available from:
https://www.sruc.ac.uk/downloads/file/3606/assessing_the_impacts_of_alternative_postbrexit_trade_and_agricultural_support_policy_scenarios_on_scottish_farming_systems
Sustainable Development Solutions Network / International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis, 2019,
Fix the broken food system in three steps. Available from: https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-01901420-2
Technische Universität Berlin / Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, 2018, Large-scale bioenergy production:
how to resolve sustainability trade-offs? Available from: https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/17489326/aa9e3b
UK National Ecosystem Assessment, 2014, The UK NEA Scenarios: Development of storylines and
analysis of outcomes. Available from:
https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/cem/pdf/ch25+scenarios+preview3.pdf
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UN / University of Wisconsin, 2005, Millennium Ecosystem Assessment: Scenarios Assessment.
Available from: https://www.millenniumassessment.org/en/Scenarios.html
UNEP, 2016, A review of land-use change models. Available from: https://www.unepwcmc.org/system/comfy/cms/files/files/000/000/802/original/Land_Use_Change_Models_2016_WEB.pdf
Université catholique de Louvain et al, 2006, A coherent set of future land use change scenarios for
Europe. Available from: https://www.pik-potsdam.de/en/news/public-events/archiv/alter-net/formerss/2007/07-09.2007/rounsevell/literature/Rounsevell_2006_AGEE_scenarios.pdf
Université catholique de Louvain et al., 2018, Middle-range theories of land system change. Avaialble
from: https://www.fs.fed.us/nrs/pubs/jrnl/2018/nrs_2018_meyfroidt_001.pdf
University College London, 2018, Future effects of climate and land-use change on terrestrial vertebrate
community diversity under different scenarios. Available from:
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/full/10.1098/rspb.2018.0792
University College London / University of Edinburgh, 2019, Restoring natural forests is the best way to
remove atmospheric carbon. Available from: https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-01026-8
University of Cambridge, 2010, Future scenarios for the UK food and drink industry. Available from:
https://www.ifm.eng.cam.ac.uk/insights/national-innovation-policies/foodfuturescenarios/
University of Cambridge, 2014, The best use of UK agricultural land. Available from:
https://www.cisl.cam.ac.uk/resources/publication-pdfs/natural-capital-leaders-platform-the-best-use-ofu.pdf
University of East Anglia / James Cook University / WWF, 2018, The implications of the United Nations
Paris Agreement on climate change for globally significant biodiversity areas. Available from:
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs10584-018-2158-6
University of Edinburgh, 2010, Land use and climate change in the UK. Available from:
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S026483770900132X
University of Edinburgh / Scotland's Rural College / University of Highlands and Islands, 2018, My land?
Your land? Scotland?—understanding sectoral similarities and differences in Scottish land use visions.
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10113-018-1279-9
University of Exeter, 2018, Health and the natural environment: A review of evidence, policy, practice
and opportunities for the future. Available from:
https://beyondgreenspace.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/health-and-the-natural-environment_fullreport.pdf
University of Leeds / Chatham House, 2018, The future of food: scenario analyses. Available from:
https://www.efsa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/event/180918-conference/presentations/210_02_Benton.pdf
University of Manchester et al., 2016, A nexus perspective on competing land demands: Wider lessons
from a UK policy case study. Available from:
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1462901116300326
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University of Queensland, 2012, Land-use and environmental pressures resulting from current and future
bioenergy crop expansion: A review. Available from:
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0743016712000770
World Economic Forum with Deloitte Consulting LLP, 2017, Shaping the Future of Global Food Systems:
A Scenarios Analysis. Available from:
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/IP/2016/NVA/WEF_FSA_FutureofGlobalFoodSystems.pdf
WWF / Institute of Zoology, 2018, Living Planet 2018. Available from:
https://c402277.ssl.cf1.rackcdn.com/publications/1187/files/original/LPR2018_Full_Report_Spreads.pdf

1.3 Interviewees
Interviews were carried out with the individuals listed below. Those indicated with an asterisk (*) were
also Living Landscapes steering group members at the time of the interview (see section 4 for a full list
of members and their role throughout the process).
Professor Ian Bateman OBE FBA FRSA FRSB, University of Exeter
Professor Tim Benton FRSB FLS, Chatham House and University of Leeds
Professor Sir Ian Boyd FRSE FRSB, University of St Andrews
Dr Jayne Glass, Scotland’s Rural College
Professor Rosie Hails MBE FRSB FRES, National Trust
Professor Paula A. Harrison, Centre for Ecology & Hydrology
Professor Ian Hodge, University of Cambridge
*Professor Dame Georgina Mace DBE FRS, University College London
Dr Rob McMorran, Scotland’s Rural College
Dr Diane Mitchell, National Farmers’ Union
Professor Richard Sandford, University College London
Dr Jonathan Scurlock, National Farmers’ Union
*John Varley OBE, Clinton Devon Estates
Guy Shrubsole, Who Owns England?
Professor Michael Winter OBE, University of Exeter
*Judy Ling Wong CBE, Black Environment Network
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1.4 Scoping interview topic guides
First round (scenario development and informing literature review)
1. If non-steering group member: To begin with it would be good to know a bit more about you.
Could you tell me a little bit about your work, and how it relates to land use and the landscape
of the UK?
If steering group member: To start, we’d like to talk a bit more about your role on the Living
Landscapes steering group. How did you get involved, and how has your expertise shaped
the project so far?
NOTE ANY SPECIFIC CASE STUDIES CITIED
2. What would you say are the biggest challenges facing the UK landscape over the next ten
years? And what are the biggest opportunities?
Prompts (if needed):
− Food production/security
− Protecting biodiversity and habitats (‘’)
− Reducing risks and harms from hazards (‘’)
− Cultural aspects of landscapes (‘’)
− Clean air and water (‘’)
INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: focus on systems the interviewer knows most about.
•

Are there examples/case studies of particular areas of the UK landscape which illustrate this
challenge?

•

Are there people/resources which we should talk to/look at to make sure we understand this
thoroughly?

3. Where are the main areas of consensus in the UK on how to address these challenges?
Probe on: What is driving this consensus? Who are the influential voices? How might this change in the
next 5-10 years?
4. And where are the key areas of disagreement or uncertainty on how to address these
challenges?
Probe on:
•

What sorts of groups agree/disagree on how to address the challenges? Are there any particular
groups or voices whose perspective should be included in this dialogue, to get the most rounded
view?

•

How might this change in the next 5-10 years?
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Are there any key areas of the UK or particular case study landscapes we could use to illustrate
the tensions, challenges or tradeoffs that have to be made?

5. What changes do you expect to see happening to the UK landscape as these challenges and
opportunities interact over the next decade?
Probe on:
•

What will be the main drivers of this change? Climate/Government/trade/science/public opinion?

•

Any particular areas, or types of area, where change would be most visible?

•

Desirable versus likely futures – is x something you would want to happen?

6. Our project will focus on what are called “multifunctional landscapes” – an approached where
land uses are combined to provide multiple benefits or trade-offs. How important are
multifunctional landscapes to the future of land use in the UK?
Probe on:
•

Is there a future where multifunctionality is not a major feature of the UK landscape?

•

How does this differ by region, land use, terrain type?

•

Are there different kinds of multifunctional land use futures – what decisions would they be based
on?

7. Ask if steering group members only (BRIEFLY): Are there any areas you would recommend we
don’t look into in this dialogue? Any “red herrings”, or subjects which appear relevant but are
not?
8. Finally, thinking about everything we’ve discussed, what do you think the public needs to
know, at a minimum, upfront, to start having an informed discussion on the subject of the
future of land use?
Are there any good resources you’ve come across that you could point us to?
9. Before we finish, do you have any questions for us or anything you’d like to raise that we
haven’t covered?
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Second record (scenario refinement and material development)
1. To begin with it would be good to know a bit more about you. Could you tell me a little bit
about you/your organisation’s work, and how it relates to land use and the landscape of the
UK?
If steering group member: What has been your involvement in the Living Landscapes steering
group so far?
NOTE ANY SPECIFIC CASE STUDIES CITIED
2. In our public dialogue we will first need to outline what land ownership and use in the UK
looks like at the moment. From you/your organisation’s perspective, what would be the three
things we need to tell people to allow them to have an informed discussion?
What are the important regional variations on this topic?
How different is this to a few years ago?
Where are there likely to be big changes in the next few years?
ASK NEXT QUESTIONS DEPENDENT ON PARTICIPANT EXPERTISE. NOTE ANY CASE STUDIES
AND ASK FURTHER DETAILS
3a. We will be talking specifically about biodiversity. What impact does biodiversity have on the
UK landscape at the moment, and how might that change in the next few years?
PROBE ON:
To what extent are steps to increase biodiversity in competition with other land uses? Or can they work
together?
How much debate is there on steps such as introducing non-native species and rewilding? Who are the
main voices on either side of these debates?
3b. We will be talking specifically about climate change and adaptation. What are currently the
main impacts of our changing climate on the UK landscape at the moment, and how might that
change in the next few years?
PROBE ON:
Which areas, land types or land uses might be most strongly affected, and will some benefit?
Which changes in climate or in our environment might present us with new decisions or tradeoffs to
make, that we didn’t have to consider previously?
3c. We will be talking specifically about agriculture and food production. What is the current
impact of agriculture on the UK landscape at the moment, and how might that change in the next
few years?
PROBE ON:
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What do you think are the likely impacts of the UK exiting the EU Common Agricultural Policy? Who
might be winners, or losers?
How much change will there be in the proportion of UK land used for agriculture in the coming years?
Who, or what will be driving this?
What types of agriculture will be in play? What are the arguments for and against, where can we find
more resources?
3d. We will be talking specifically about environmental risks and hazards such as flood, drought,
and coastal erosion. What is the impact of these risks on how land is used in the UK at the
moment, and how might that change in the next few years?
PROBE ON:
What are the important driving factors which determine how land at risk from these hazards is used
currently?
What solutions, if any, are being employed to mitigate or prevent these hazards? Who are the important
voices in these debates?
What case studies or areas are particularly good examples of tensions or win-wins we could use?
3e. We will be talking specifically about how people use the land for leisure and cultural
purposes. What impact does leisure have on the UK landscape at the moment, and how might
that change in the next few years?
PROBE ON:
How much of an impact do these uses of land have on the areas surrounding them? Is this positive or
negative for surrounding areas?
Will the importance of this type of land use rise or fall in the coming years? Who might benefit or lose out
as a result?
Whose perspectives are important to include in this discussion?
3f. We will be talking specifically about protecting water and air from pollution. What is the
impact of maintaining water and air standards on the UK landscape at the moment, and how
might that change in the next few years?
PROBE ON:
To what extent do steps to ensure clean water and air standards compete with other land uses? Or can
they work together?
How much debate is there on maintaining water and air standards? Who are the main voices on either
side of these debates?
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4. We will also be asking the public to think about the future of the UK landscape. What do you
think are the biggest debates about the UK landscape facing you/your organisation over the
next decade?
How do you see this debate being resolved? Who will be the winners/losers?
What role will you/your organisation play in this debate? Who are the other influential voices here?
How might this influence our themes of food production, biodiversity, environmental risks and hazards,
leisure and culture, clean air and water?
5. And still thinking about the future, what pressures do you think the UK landscape will
experience over the coming decade?
Are these pressures new, or a result of changing intensity of existing pressures?
How do they vary between different regions/land types?
How might these pressures develop between now and 2030?
What changes do you expect to see in the UK landscape as a result of these pressures?
6. Finally, thinking about everything we’ve discussed, is there any other information you feel it
is important for the public to know to start having an informed discussion on the subject of
the future of UK land use?
7. Before we finish, do you have any questions for us or anything you’d like to raise that we
haven’t covered?
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2 Online workshops
2.1 Recruitment
Ipsos MORI worked with their recruitment partners Criteria Research to find four cohorts of 28
participants across four different regions (chosen to encompass a variety of different land uses
highlighted by the scoping research):
▪ East Anglia and the Fens (Cambridgeshire, Norfolk, Lincolnshire)
▪ North Wales (Clwyd, Gwynedd, Powys)
▪ Western Scotland and Highlands (Argyll & Bute, Glasgow, Highlands, Strathclyde)
▪ South-West England (Bristol, Devon, Somerset, South Gloucestershire)
The 28 participants included an overage of four participants of the desired number of participants (24) in
anticipation of potential attrition before or between workshops. To encourage engagement, reduce socioeconomic barriers and to reduce attrition, participants were financially incentivised for participation in the
workshops: £50 for the initial three-hour workshop; £60 for three weeks of participation on the online
community; and, £90 for the final four-hour workshop. The tables below outline the quotas achieved by
region. We also included housing tenure, disability status, access to vehicles and ability to work at home
during the pandemic as ‘watching quotas’. These were not used to choose participants but aided with
constructing the land-use typologies.
Table 2.1: Participant details for group 1 – East Anglia and the Fens
East Anglia and the Fens (25 participants), 09/09/20 and 03/10/20
Urban / rural

Gender
Age

Ethnicity
Social grade*

Urban
Suburban
Rural
Female
Male
16 – 34
35 – 54
55 – 69
70+
White
Ethnic minorities
ABC1
C2DE

7
8
7
12
13
6
8
6
5
19
6
15
10
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Table 2.2: Participant details for group 2 – North Wales
North Wales (23 participants), 23/09/20 and 17/10/20
Urban / rural

Gender
Age

Ethnicity
Social grade*

Urban
Suburban
Rural
Female
Male
16 – 34
35 – 54
55 – 69
70+
White
Ethnic minorities
ABC1
C2DE

5
7
11
13
10
5
10
5
3
21
2
17
6

Table 2.3: Participant details for group 3 – Western Scotland and Highland
Western Scotland and Highlands (23 participants), 24/09/20 and 17/10/20
Urban / rural

Gender
Age

Ethnicity
Social grade*

Urban
Suburban
Rural
Female
Male
16 – 34
35 – 54
55 – 69
70+
White
Ethnic minorities
ABC1
C2DE

8
7
8
11
12
6
8
5
4
20
3
12
11
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Table 2.4: Participant details for group 4 – South-west England
South-West England (22 participants) 30/09/20 and 24/10/20
Urban / rural

Gender
Age

Ethnicity
Social grade*

Urban
Suburban
Rural
Female
Male
16 – 34
35 – 54
55 – 69
70+
White
Ethnic minorities
ABC1
C2DE

6
9
7
12
10
8
4
5
5
16
6
11
11

* Social grade is a classification system based on occupation that is commonly used in market and social
research. It is referenced throughout this report as a way to describe the socio-economic background of
some land use typologies and also featured as an element of recruitment for the workshop participants.
The main characteristics of each letter of the social grade scale are described below:
▪ A: High managerial, administrative or professional backgrounds
▪ B: Intermediate managerial, administrative professional
▪ C1: Supervisory, clerical and junior managerial, administrative or professional
▪ C2: Skilled manual workers
▪ D: Semi and unskilled manual workers
▪ E: State pensioners, casual grade workers, those unemployed with state benefits only
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2.2 Expert attendance
East Anglia and the Fens, Workshop 1, 09/09/20
•

Dr Pam Berry, University of Oxford

•

Professor Sue Hartley OBE, University of Sheffield

•

Professor Ian Holman, Cranfield University

•

Professor Richard Sandford, University College London

East Anglia and the Fens, Workshop 2, 09/09/20
•

Dr Jeremy Burchardt, University of Reading

•

Professor Ian Hodge, University of Cambridge

•

Dr Tim Newbold, University College London

North Wales, Workshop 1, 23/09/20
•

Dame Fiona Claire Reynolds DBE, University of Cambridge (formerly National Trust)

•

Tony Harrington, Welsh Water/Dwr Cymru

•

Professor Paula A. Harrison, Centre for Ecology & Hydrology

•

Professor Tom Oliver, University of Reading

North Wales, Workshop 2, 17/10/20
•

Professor Allan Buckwell, Institute for European Environmental Policy

•

Professor Bridget Emmettt FLSW FRSB, Centre for Ecology & Hydrology

•

Dr Jackie Rosette, Swansea University/Prifysgol Abertawe

Western Scotland and Highlands, Workshop 1 24/09/20
•

Professor Laurence Jones, Centre for Ecology & Hydrology

•

Professor David Miller, James Hutton Institute

•

Professor Martin Phillips, University of Leicester

•

Professor Pete Smith FRS, University of Aberdeen

•

Professor Eileen Wall, Scotland’s Rural College

Western Scotland and Highlands, Workshop 2 17/10/20
•

Professor Davy McCracken, Scotland’s Rural College
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•

Dr Rob McMorran, Scotland’s Rural College

•

Dr Mark Sutton, Imperial College London

•

Judy Ling Wong CBE, Black Environment Network
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South-West England, Workshop 1, 30/09/20 and 24/10/20
•

Professor Paul Bates CBE, University of Bristol

•

Professor Bob Doherty, University of York

•

Professor Matt Heard, National Trust/Centre for Ecology & Hydrology

•

John Varley OBE, Clinton Devon Estates

•

Baroness Barbara Young, Woodland Trust

South-West England, Workshop 2, 30/09/20 and 24/10/20
•

Dr Sam Bridgewater, Clinton Devon Estates

•

Professor Jane Memmott FRES, University of Bristol

•

Professor Michael Winter OBE, University of Exeter
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2.3 Pre-workshop booklet
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2.4 Workshop 1 discussion guide
Timings
20 mins
(1800 –
1820)

Questions, Workshop 1 discussion guide
Introduction and housekeeping
CHAIR TO INTRODUCE SELF, IPSOS MORI, MODERATOR TEAM, ROYAL SOCIETY
KEY POINTS ON RESEARCH:
• Ipsos MORI, an independent research company, is doing research for the Royal
Society to explore what people know about how land is used in the UK and how
this might change over the next fifteen years.
• The Royal Society is The UK’s national academy of sciences and an independent
charity committed to promoting high quality scientific research and encouraging its
development for the benefit of society.
• We hope you enjoy this really interesting event – there is a lot of potential for
change in how we use our land over the next 15 years so we and the Royal Society
think it is important that the public are consulted on the choices which might be
made for us.
• Your help tonight and in the second workshop in a few weeks will be reflected in a
report to be published in spring next year that represents the UK public view on
this.
• Introduce team plus observers and experts – “seating plan” slide in the deck
[SLIDE 2]
SHAPE OF THE EVENING/GROUND RULES:
• Explain how online discussion works – may not get to speak on everything, please
try not to speak over each other
• Event 1 of 2 – getting to know everyone and giving you lots of information to read
and discuss for use in the online community and second event [SLIDE 3]
• Housekeeping announcements: Make sure you have the booklet we posted you to
hand! Timings for the break and end, repeat point about not talking over each
other, silencing phones and rules for toilet breaks
• Share telephone number for tech help/advice should people fall out of the groups.
MENTION MRS CODE OF CONDUCT:
• All our research adheres to the Market Research Society Code of Conduct and the
General Data Protection Regulation/Data Protection Act.
• This means that all data collected is confidential, anonymised and kept securely.
• We won’t tell anyone else anything you say today. Please respect this by not
sharing anything that other people in the group say, or anything you hear in the
videos today.
• Although we might use your words in the final report we write for Royal Society on
the research findings, we will never use any names so nothing could be attributed
to you as individuals.
• After today, if you think you don’t want your words or opinions being included in the
report, that’s also fine, just let us know.
• If you are all happy, we would like to audio and video record the discussion, so we
don’t have to scribble down lots of notes as we are talking. Is that okay with
everyone? (If needed – these will not be shared outside the project team and
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Questions, Workshop 1 discussion guide
deleted after the project closes in line with our procedures)
Chair to explain that all will be sent into breakout groups for most of the evening –
introduce administrator who will be moving people automatically.

25 mins
(1820 –
1845)

Group warm-up discussion
MODERATOR TO INTRODUCE SELF AND GET GROUP TO INTRODUCE
THEMSELVES
Please let us know a bit about yourself: your name, where you live and what you like
the best about living where you live?
• What is the rural landscape like where you live – is it hilly, woody, by the coast,
next to a river or something else?
As you will have seen from the booklet we sent you, today we are going to talk
about how rural land is used in the UK.
There are lots of different uses for rural land –, agriculture (or food production),
supporting nature and biodiversity, forestry for timber and storing carbon and
recreation like holidays or walking on the coast, in the countryside, in forests or
mountains. The booklet covers some of these and shows how some types of land
achieve more than one of these uses at the same time.
But as we only have so much land, throughout our history we have had to balance
these different uses against each other. Over the next few years, new government
policy could lead to changes in the current balance, which will have big, visible
impacts on what the country looks like.
If you could go forward in time by fifteen years, what do you think might have
changed the most about the UK landscape?
PROBES
• Why do you say that?
• Is this what you want to happen, or what you think will happen anyway?
• What do you think might not change?
How might these changes affect the land types we mentioned in the booklet?
INTERVIEWER USE PROMPTS BELOW
• Peatlands: How important do you think this land type is?
• Farmland: What changes might we see to the types of things we grow in the UK
and your local area?
• Woodlands: Would we see more or less forest in the UK? Where do you think new
trees would grow?
IF TIME: What would you say is driving these changes?
• Is it large scale global forces such as climate change, choices by the government,
or the actions of individuals living in the area?

25 mins
(1845 –
1910)

Introducing the landscape
The main thing we want to discuss this evening is the future of rural land use and
the rural landscape in the UK.
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Questions, Workshop 1 discussion guide
This is important because the UK is currently developing its own agriculture and
environment policies as we leave the EU and climate change commitments mean
there is increasing pressure on using land to store carbon as well as produce food
.In the next few years, a lot of big decisions will be made that could have a big
impact on what the UK countryside looks like.
There are lots of different ways we can use the same land. Sometimes we can do
multiple things in the same area but other times we have to choose. [SLIDE 4]
Living on a small set of islands we don’t have unlimited space! There is an
opportunity now to think about what is important and how we can use land to meet
multiple needs.
It is also important to realise the diversity of different land types in the UK and the
different people in charge of land use decision-making [SLIDE 5]
Remember – the UK has been inhabited for millennia and almost all of the
landscapes we consider “natural” or “traditional” are the result of centuries of
decisions made by humans. [EXPLAIN SLIDE 6].
[SLIDE 7] The rules that govern how we make decisions about land use were
established in late 1940s, after the end of World War Two – and have not really
changed that much since:
• The aim of the laws set then was to protect farmland from expanding cities
(e.g. ‘greenbelt land’) rather than integrate urban and rural land use
• These laws preserved a Victorian-era system of large-scale land ownership.
Even now, 1,200 people own 25% of all English and Welsh farmland/In
Scotland 1,125 estates control 70% of all privately-owned rural land and It is
generally agreed that land ownership in Scotland is more concentrated than
anywhere else in Western Europe
• The principle of paying farmers to protect them from low food prices dates
further back still but was formalised after the war. This system promotes
large-scale farming and increasing production
[SLIDE 8] So - the big question we want to talk to you about is: how do we want to
use the UK’s land in the future? What should our priorities be, how will we reach the
priorities we’ve set, and who should be deciding this?
[SLIDE 9] We’ll need you to think about things wearing different ‘hats’. As citizens,
tax-payers and as individuals we might have different ideas about what the best
thing to do with our land is – we need to balance these needs against what those
decisions mean for those living in the landscape
Does anyone have any questions about this?
So, first off – what do you think is the most important consideration for the country
in the way we use our landscape?
• Why do you say that?
• What else do you think you need to know to help you form an opinion on this?
Before we go on I want to give you all a bit more information about what the UK
landscape looks like now. I have a short quiz for you about the UK landscape – I’ll
ask some questions and I would like people to call out answers…
MODERATOR NOTE: CALL ON PEOPLE BY NAME TO ENSURE DIFFERENT PEOPLE
ANSWER – NO NEED FOR ALL TO ANSWER ANY SINGLE QUESTION
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Questions, Workshop 1 discussion guide
REFER TO SLIDE 11 FOR EACH QUESTION (IT HAS ANIMATIONS IN POWERPOINT)
• Question 1: How much of the UK land area is currently built on? (With buildings,
roads, quarries etc.) [5.9%]
• Question 2: And how much of the UK’s land area is covered by bog and peatland?
[9.5% - more than 20% in Scotland, 12% in N Ireland and 4% in Wales]
• Question 3: What percentage of food consumed in the UK was produced in the
UK? [53% - EU second on 28%]
• Question 4: What proportion of the UK’s carbon emissions come from agriculture?
[10% - transport is on 28%, energy 23%]
• Question 5: What proportion of households are at risk of flooding in
England/Scotland? [1 in 6 – EA assessment 2018, 1 in 8 for Scotland)
• Question 6: How many National Parks are there in the UK? [15 – 12 in England, 3
Wales and 2 Scotland). In addition there are 46 areas of outstanding Natural
Beauty, covering 18% of the UK’s surface area
QUESTIONS TO ASK AFTER EACH REVEAL:
• Does that figure surprise you? Why?
• How does this affect how you think about land cover in the UK?
FINAL Q:
• What was the most interesting new thing you learned? Why is that?

Part A:
40 mins
(1910 –
1950)

Introducing the landscape themes
DISCUSSION OF THE SIX THEMES – EACH BREAKOUT WILL DISCUSS THREE,
MEANING EACH IS COVERED TWICE PER EVENT.
C. 20 MINUTES PER THEME.

Break:
15 min
(1950 –
2005)

REFER TO THE ROTATION GUIDE TO ENSURE YOU COVER THE CORRECT
THEMES

Part B:
25
minutes
(2005 –
2030)

N.B. BREAK OCCURS IN THE MIDDLE OF THIS SECTION. COVER TWO THEMES IN
THE FIRST SESSION AND THE THIRD IN THE SECOND.
We’re now going to talk about some of the main land uses that currently exist in the
UK. Each is a broad theme that covers lots of different parts of the landscape and
our lives and all of these themes are deeply connected.
What we’ll do is share some information with you about what happens now, what
might happen next and some suggestions of the sorts of decisions we’ll need to
make in the future.
We’ll have experts on hand who can offer their view on any of the discussions we
are having.
THEME 1: Food and Farming
Now I want to talk about farming. What do you think are our main challenges when it
comes to farming for food in the UK?
• Will these be the same or different in the next 15 years? How might they change?
MODERATOR SHOW AND TALK THROUGH THE STIMULUS FOR THIS SECTION.
CHECK COMPREHENSION.
SHOW SLIDE 1
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Questions, Workshop 1 discussion guide
Farms are businesses: many rely on government funding to continue which has
come from the EU’s Common Agricultural Policy for decades. This scheme has
many critics but has partly created the agricultural sector we have today.
SHOW SLIDE 2
As this is now ending the government can change these subsidies to prioritise
different things. But there are many different opinions about what the biggest
priorities for farmers and land managers should be. Could they plant trees to help
combat climate change, promote biodiversity, or continue to produce more food?
SHOW SLIDE 3
Some of the choices we have are shown on this slide. What do you think about
these choices?
• Which do you think offer the most benefits for producing food, and for other
purposes?
• Which ideas stand out to you the most? Why?
Less intensive, more organic farming
We could focus on producing less, but better quality, food
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• How would you feel if this meant food prices increased by a lot?
• What sorts of changes to our diets would we need to make if we followed this idea?
• How far would people start buying cheaper, lower-quality and lower-welfare food
from abroad instead?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from changing our approach to farming?
Would rising biodiversity be a benefit?
Moving away from farming
We could use farmland for other purposes and import more food
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• The Committee on Climate Change recommend we devote 20% of our land to
climate change mitigation (via more forestry, peat restoration and bioenergy). How
far would making UK diets more vegetarian, or importing more efficiently grown
food from abroad be a good way to achieve this goal?
• Who or what might benefit from this change? (hazard mitigation)
• Who or what might lose out? (Biodiversity)
High-tech farming
We could invest in automating farming and increasing productivity through
technology
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• Using more technology would make it likely there would be fewer jobs in farming –
how might this affect local areas?
• Who or what might benefit from this change? (Food production)
• Who or what might lose out?
More intensive farming in some places, less elsewhere
Some areas could become solely farmland while others could be managed less
intensively, for wildlife conservation or other purposes
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• How would it feel to live in an area of very high intensity farming? Or an area left
without any land management?
• How might this play out in different landscapes – what might happen in your local
area?
Multi-use farming
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Questions, Workshop 1 discussion guide
Some crops and animals can be farmed together but this isn’t something that’s
done much in the UK
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• Some crops can grow with trees (e.g. trees for fuel or fruit with corn crops) but little
of UK farmland is set up for this – do we want to change uses of land which have
been there for generations?
• Who or what might benefit from this change? (Biodiversity)
FINAL SUM UP FOR FOOD AND FARMING:
Thinking about all these ideas, which can you see working together, and how?
Overall, thinking as a…
• …taxpayer, which way(s) of supporting farmers will give best value for
money and bring the most benefits to the UK and its nations?
• …citizen, which way(s) of supporting farmers balances the need to feed
everyone at a fair price with protecting the environment, biodiversity and
farmers’ livelihoods?
• …individual, which way(s) of supporting farmers do we want to use – and
how does that differ from what is best for the nation and for the farmers?
SYSTEM 2: Improving biodiversity
What do you think are our main challenges when it comes to protecting species and
the environment in the UK?
• Will these be the same or different in the next 15 years? How might they change?
MODERATOR SHOW AND TALK THROUGH THE STIMULUS FOR THIS SECTION.
CHECK COMPREHENSION.
SHOW SLIDE 1
The UK’s biodiversity – the numbers and varieties of animals and plants living here
– has been falling for some time. This has been identified as a problem because
having wider biodiversity provides lots of benefits such as cleaner air and water,
pollinators for crops, healthier and more productive soil and biodiversity has its
own intrinsic value as a source of natural beauty.
SHOW SLIDE 2
The prominence of the global biodiversity crisis is increasing, alongside other highprofile priorities such as climate change and food production. Solutions for all of
these issues are related to how we choose to use and manage the land.
SHOW SLIDE 3
Some of the choices we have are shown on this slide. What do you think about
these choices?
• Which do you think offer the greatest benefits for biodiversity, and for other
purposes?
• Which ideas stand out to you the most? Why?
Managing land for species
Land that is turned over to nature still requires management to help beneficial
habitats emerge
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• Are there any areas where you think this would work better/worse?
• What do you think happens to land when people stop managing it?
• What does the term ‘rewilding’ mean to you?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
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Intensifying in some areas
Marking some areas for intensive food production while saving others for
biodiversity
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• How might it feel to live in an area of intensive agriculture, or an area left for
biodiversity?
• What other land uses should we think about saving land for? Why?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Mixed agriculture
Crops, animals and biodiversity can be delivered together
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• This can range from growing wildflower meadows with crops or animals, through to
agroforestry where animals are reared among trees. What types of mixed farming
have you heard of?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Building biodiversity into built-up areas
Supporting biodiversity not just in the countryside
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• What examples have you seen of people promoting biodiversity in built up areas?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Farming less intensively
Less intensive farming provides space for other species, allowing farming and
nature conservation to share land
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• These farming methods typically produce less food per acre than more intensive
approaches. What is your view on the trade-off between food and biodiversity
here?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
FINAL SUM UP FOR BIODIVERSITY:
Thinking about all these ideas, which can you see working together, and how?
Overall, thinking as a…
• …taxpayer, how important are the gains from subsidising biodiversity versus
other benefits?
• …citizen, how do we balance the needs of people with those of animals and
plants in the landscape?
• …individual, how important is biodiversity to you compared with other ways
we use the landscape?
SYSTEM 3: Focusing on climate change
What do you think are our main challenges when it comes to mitigating and
adapting to climate change in the UK?
• Will these be the same or different in the next 15 years? How might they change?
MODERATOR SHOW AND TALK THROUGH THE STIMULUS FOR THIS SECTION.
CHECK COMPREHENSION.
SHOW SLIDE 1
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Questions, Workshop 1 discussion guide
The scientific consensus is that the earth’s temperature is rising due to human
action. In the UK its effects are driving less predictable weather patterns.
SHOW SLIDE 2
The UK government has signed up to the Paris Climate Agreement and is planning
the actions it can take to reach a “net zero” target by 2050
SHOW SLIDE 3
Some of the choices we have are shown on this slide. What do you think about
these choices?
• Which do you think offer the greatest benefits for fighting climate change, and for
other purposes?
• Which ideas stand out to you the most? Why?
Replenishing peat bogs
Increasing the land cover that stores carbon in the ground
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• What thoughts did you write down in the pre-task booklet about peat bogs – can
you share them with the group?
• How important is preserving this environment for carbon storage benefits?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
More renewable energy
Making renewable energy a land use priority
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• How would you feel if more of your local area was converted for use as solar farms
and energy storage in the UK?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Paying farmers to store carbon on their land
Using land for CO2 storage rather than food
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• To what extent would you support paying farmers to do things other than produce
food?
• Carbon storage could be through planting trees, maintaining natural landscapes
like peat bogs or wildflower meadows – how do you feel about these options?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Moving away from animal husbandry
Making agriculture more efficient through choosing to eat plants over animals
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• How would you feel if meat became a lot more expensive in the UK?
• Livestock farming would need to be much more efficient and automated, or much
less intensive and with fewer animals overall (like organic methods) – which do you
prefer?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Changing our diets
Reflecting the carbon cost of our diets in the choices we make by eating less meat
and more local/seasonal food
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• How realistic do you think this change would be for people you know?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
FINAL SUM UP FOR CLIMATE CHANGE:
Thinking about all these ideas, which can you see working together, and how?
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Overall, thinking as a…
• …taxpayer, which suggestions do you think offer the best return on
investment?
• …citizen, which carbon reduction methods should our governments be
pursuing – and why?
• …individual, how important is storing carbon to you compared with other
ways we use the landscape?
SYSTEM 4: Reducing environmental hazards
What do you think are our main challenges when it comes to protecting people in
the UK from environmental risks such as flooding?
• Will these be the same or different in the next 15 years? How might they change?
MODERATOR SHOW AND TALK THROUGH THE STIMULUS FOR THIS SECTION.
CHECK COMPREHENSION.
SHOW SLIDE 1
Over the past decade, increasingly frequent extreme weather events have increased
the occurrence of environmental risks like flooding, drought and coastal erosion.
Increasing development for housing and agriculture makes these risks more
common still.
SHOW SLIDE 2
We expect the dangers posed by these risks to increase into the future and current
policies are considering the strategies we need to take to minimise the risk to
people and mitigate the impact of these hazards
SHOW SLIDE 3
Some of the choices we have are shown on this slide. What do you think about
these choices?
• Which do you think offer the greatest benefits protecting us from environmental
risks, and for other purposes?
• Which ideas stand out to you the most? Why?
Protecting and restoring plants in upland areas
Letting vegetation regrow in upland areas to hold more water upstream
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• Upland areas are commonly used for other purposes like growing food and
stocking game animals – how important are these uses compared with this
proposal?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Tree planting
Plants’ roots secure soil and prevent water running off quickly into rivers, it is
particularly important to slow the flow through good land management in upland
areas
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• Trees and plants would need to be planted in specific areas – how far would you
support this if these are currently farmland, tourism/historic sites or people’s houses
and gardens?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Reintroducing key species
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Questions, Workshop 1 discussion guide
Beavers as a case study
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• Reintroducing beavers is opposed by some farmers because they are concerned
the animals can damage farmland and spread disease to farm animals. How does
this concern compare for you with trying to control flooding?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Managing river catchments better
Ensuring sensitive areas upland are not built on or farmed
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• Some types of farming are suited to these upland areas and cannot move
elsewhere – e.g. sheep farming. What do you think should be the balance between
these uses of land?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Stricter planning controls
Constricting the building of homes and infrastructure in areas prone to flooding
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• How would you feel about living in an area at high risk of flooding?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
FINAL SUM UP FOR RISKS AND HAZARDS:
Thinking about all these ideas, which can you see working together, and how?
Overall, thinking as a…
• …taxpayer, which suggestions do you think offer the best return on
investment?
• …citizen, which methods of controlling environmental risks should our
governments be pursuing – and why?
• …individual, how important is protecting people living in areas at risk from
flooding, erosion and drought compared with other ways we can use the
landscape?
SYSTEM 5: Leisure and heritage
What do you think are our main challenges when it comes to providing
opportunities for leisure and culture for people in the UK?
• Will these be the same or different in the next 15 years? How might they change?
MODERATOR SHOW AND TALK THROUGH THE STIMULUS FOR THIS SECTION.
CHECK COMPREHENSION.
SHOW SLIDE 1
The UK has a varied landscape which draws tourists from around the world. People
enjoy being in the landscape through activities such as visiting heritage and natural
sites (e.g. Stonehenge, Giant’s Causeway), holidays on the coast and walking in
hills, mountains and the countryside. Large parts of the country are managed for
tourism and culture by National Parks and charities such as the National Trust.
SHOW SLIDE 2
As the UK population continues to increase, we expect to see rising demand among
UK residents to access the countryside – and the Covid-19 pandemic has made
‘staycations’ even more popular this year. But as population rises are in cities, not
everyone can access the landscape to the same extent.
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Questions, Workshop 1 discussion guide

SHOW SLIDE 3
Some of the choices we have are shown on this slide. What do you think about
these choices?
• Which do you think offer the greatest benefits for providing leisure and cultural
opportunities to people?
• Which ideas stand out to you the most? Why?
Protecting historic ways of life
Subsidising people to live traditional ways, in traditional landscapes
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• What are your views on paying farmers to follow traditional methods that help
maintain a traditional landscape, rather than producing food?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Financial support for tourism
Land use payments for running campsites, forest retreats etc.
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• How far should land owners be paid to use land for recreational purposes, over
other uses such as growing food?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Impact on rural livelihoods
The impact on jobs for the rural population
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• What sort of support do you think a rural community might need to change from
farming to other skills?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Improving access
Linking urban and rural more strongly
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• How important do you think it is that access to the countryside is improved for
people living in big cities?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Changing planning regulations
Blending urban and rural
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• How important is ensuring people can move more easily between urban and rural
settings?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
FINAL SUM UP FOR LEISURE AND CULTURE:
Thinking about all these ideas, which can you see working together, and how?
Overall, thinking as a…
• …taxpayer, which suggestions do you think offer the best return on
investment?
• …citizen, which methods of offering leisure and cultural access to
landscapes should our governments be pursuing – and why?
• …individual, how important are leisure and cultural uses of land to you
compared with other ways we can use the landscape?
SYSTEM 6: Clean air and water
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Questions, Workshop 1 discussion guide
What do you think are our main challenges when it comes to ensuring the clean air
and water for the UK?
• Will these be the same or different in the next 15 years? How might they change?
MODERATOR SHOW AND TALK THROUGH THE STIMULUS FOR THIS SECTION.
CHECK COMPREHENSION.
SHOW SLIDE 1
Ensuring clean air and water is important for our health. For instance, most drinking
water in the UK is taken from natural sources. Pollution from farming or overuse can
degrade these aquifers. Air pollution is another threat, particularly in cities but also
elsewhere.
SHOW SLIDE 2
A rising, urbanising population increases pressure on clean air and water sources
through pollution and also through rising agricultural production. This is an issue
for the most populated parts of the country in particular.
SHOW SLIDE 3
Some of the choices we have are shown on this slide. What do you think about
these choices?
• Which do you think offer the greatest benefits for clean air and water?
• Which ideas stand out to you the most? Why?
Prioritising some water uses
Giving priority to farming, carbon storage, or to people
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• Currently we tend to prioritise access to water for new housing developments and
drinking. How far should this change? Where?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Natural solutions
Protecting peatlands from ammonia pollution and expanding peat coverage to help
the environment
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• How far do you support reducing space for food production to help provide cleaner
air and water?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Agricultural technology
Investing in modern agricultural technology to reduce waste and use of pesticides
and fertilisers
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• How far should we use technology to keep farming as it is now, or should we think
about different ways of making food?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Incentivising cleaner agricultural methods
More directed subsidy to farmers who pollute less and enforcement of minimum
standards
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• Larger farms might find it easier to switch methods – how do you feel about more
subsidy going to larger farm businesses?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
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Questions, Workshop 1 discussion guide
Water technology investment
Making household consumption more efficient
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• How important is this step compared with the other options presented here?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
FINAL SUM UP FOR CLEAN AIR AND WATER:
Thinking about all these ideas, which can you see working together, and how?
Overall, thinking as a…
• …taxpayer, which suggestions do you think offer the best return on
investment?
• …citizen, what standards of clean air and water should the public expect to
have?
• …individual, how important are uses of land which help provide clean air and
water compared with other ways we can use the landscape?

10 mins
(2030 –
2040)

Understanding priorities
This evening you’ll have looked at three of the six themes we are investigating in
this public dialogue. Other groups will have looked at a different set of three themes.
Here are all six of the themes – which of the three you’ve not looked at sound
particularly interesting or important?
PROBES FOR ANY THEME MENTIONED
• What would you want to know about this?
• How do you think we can we use UK land for this purpose?
• Are there any that seem particularly important or unimportant?

20 mins
(2040 –
2100)

MODERATOR NOTE DISCUSSION AND PREPARE TO RECAP TO
PLENARY/NOMINATE A GROUP MEMBER TO DO SO
Close and prepare for Community/Event 2
Thank you all for your time this evening. I hope you’ve found it as interesting as we
have!
Each group has now seen all six themes. What would you say are the key messages
from each of our subgroups about how the themes can work together on UK land?
CHAIR TO DRAW OUT KEY CONTRASTS/AGREEMENTS
•
•
•

What has been the most interesting thing you heard today, or the most surprising?
Do you agree with this group’s thoughts, or disagree?
What do you think will actually happen in the next 15 years? We can influence
things from this dialogue, but what do you reckon will be the most likely forward
path for the UK’s land use?

CLOSE – REMINDER THAT COMMUNITY WILL OPEN/IS OPEN AND THAT SECOND
EVENT WILL OCCUR ON X DATE AND TIME AND WE WILL DISCUSS THE FUTURE!
Thank you for your time this evening. I hope you have found it interesting!
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Questions, Workshop 1 discussion guide
This is not goodbye – we have a lot more to discuss on the online community and
the second event in a few weeks’ time. We’ll send log-in details to you in the next
few days.
In the community you’ll be able to see how we’ve combined the different systems
we have been talking about into scenarios of what the UK landscape might look like
in 2035. We’ll also discuss these in the second workshop when we meet again.
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2.5 Workshop 1 slide deck
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2.6 Workshop 2 discussion guide
Timings
15 mins
(1000 –
1015)

Questions, Workshop 2 discussion guide
Arrivals, introduction and housekeeping
CHAIR TO INTRODUCE SELF, IPSOS MORI, MODERATOR TEAM, ROYAL SOCIETY
KEY POINTS ON RESEARCH:
• Ipsos MORI, an independent research company, is doing research for the Royal
Society to explore what people know about how land is used in the UK and how
this might change over the next decade or so.
• The Royal Society is the UK’s national academy of sciences and an independent
charity committed to promoting high quality scientific research and encouraging its
development for the benefit of society.
• Welcome people back from event 1 and cover off our expectations around
Community and stimulus packs
• Introduce team plus observers and experts
SHAPE OF THE DAY/GROUND RULES:
• Explain how online discussion works – may not get to speak on everything, please
try not to speak over each other
• Event 2 of 2 – thinking about the future of land use in the UK
• Timings – for break and end as well as not talking over each other, phones and
toilet breaks
• Share telephone number for tech help/advice should people fall out of the groups.
MENTION MRS CODE OF CONDUCT:
• All our research adheres to the Market Research Society Code of Conduct and the
General Data Protection Regulation/Data Protection Act.
• This means that all data collected is confidential, anonymised and kept securely.
• We won’t tell anyone else anything you say today. Please respect this by not
sharing anything that other people in the group say, or anything you hear in the
videos today.
• Although we might use your words in the final report we write for Royal Society on
the research findings, we will never use any names so nothing could be attributed
to you as individuals.
• After today, if you think you don’t want your words or opinions being included in the
report, that’s also fine, just let us know.
• If you are all happy, we would like to audio and video record the discussion, so we
don’t have to scribble down lots of notes as we are talking. Is that okay with
everyone? IF NEEDED: these will not be shared outside the project team and
deleted after the project closes in line with our procedures

15 mins
(1015 –
1030)

Chair to explain that all will be sent into breakout groups for most of the event
Group warm-up discussion
MODERATOR TO INTRODUCE SELF, EXPLAIN SHAPE OF THE DAY AND GET
GROUP TO DISCUSS THEIR COMMUNITY EXPERIENCES
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Questions, Workshop 2 discussion guide
Welcome to our second workshop! Since we last spoke you’ve been part of an
online community with people from your group and others around the country.
We should all be a bit more familiar with each other than last time, but let’s do a
second round of introductions.
Can you let us know a bit about yourself – your name, where you live, and
something you found particularly interesting on the Community?
• What did you learn that you didn’t know before?
We’re now going to explore the three scenarios we’ve designed for what the UK
landscape might look like in 2035.
You should have recently received a parcel from Ipsos MORI containing three
numbered envelopes. Don’t open the three numbered envelopes just yet! But have
them to hand as you’ll need them for the next part of this workshop.
GROUPS WILL MOVE THROUGH THE SCENARIOS IN DIFFERENT ORDERS –
ROTATION GUIDE BELOW.

40 mins
(1030 –
1110)

Group 1
Slot 1
World 1
Slot 2
World 2
Slot 3
World 3
Exploring World 1

Group 2
World 2
World 3
World 1

Group 3
World 1
World 3
World 2

Group 4
World 3
World 2
World 1

Welcome to this world, which we call “Follow the market”.
DISPLAY COLLAGE [SLIDE 4] ON SCREEN SHARE FOR THIS INTRODUCTION
In this scenario, decisions made now promote economic growth in all sectors of the
economy. This means that land is increasingly used for the purpose which
generates the highest level of income.
Food policy is focused around the production of cheap food and ensuring the
widest choice for consumers. This means an increasing role for imports from other
countries for mass market foods and a focus on high quality, but low volume, food
production in the UK.
Please open the envelope marked with a blue “one” and read through the contents.
It contains some examples of what it might be like to live in this world
ALLOW 15 MINUTES FOR PARTICIPANTS TO READ THROUGH AND TO ANSWER
QUESTIONS/HELP INTERPRETATION
What are your first reactions to this world – what did you particularly like or dislike?
• How different does it feel to today’s world? What feels the same?
SPECIFIC PROBES FOR STIMULUS MATERIALS – USE AS NECESSARY.
CountryLeisureCo leaflet and teabag
How important would it be to have access to this area if you lived near it?
• What do you think local people who can’t afford these rates would do with their free
time?
• Are there other things you think this land could be used for? What are they?
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Questions, Workshop 2 discussion guide
Alto’s Supermarket flyer
What do you think about the variety of foods available in this world?
• Would you choose to buy cheaper, imported food or the more expensive locallygrown options? Why is that?
• What would other people you know do?
• Would you prefer the food to be more local, even if it was more expensive than it is
now?
Econo-Utilities energy bill
Based on what you have read here, how confident are you in this energy supplier?
• How important is it for more of the energy we consume to be generated within the
UK?
• Where does this rank against using land for other purposes like farming, leisure or
protecting biodiversity?
RETURN TO SCENARIO COLLAGE
We’ve also included a copy of the collage I put on screen earlier in your packs. We
also shared this with you on the online community.
This collage represents how the whole UK might look in the year 2035. Individual
areas might vary but we’d like you to imagine that the landscape in your local area
and the entire UK looks like this.
Is this a world you would be happy to live in? Why/why not?
How do you think each of the themes we’ve been talking about would be affected by the
decisions made in this scenario?
• Producing food
• Promoting biodiversity
• Combating climate change
• Recreation and leisure
• Protection from environmental hazards
• Clean air and water
What are the key trade-offs you can see between these themes?
And where can more than one theme benefit at the same time?
How might your local neighbourhood look different in this world?
• Would the main land uses around you change much? More or less housing, natural
habitats, farming, energy and so on?
How might this world be different for other types of people?
• How would it feel to be a young person/old person in this world?
• How might farmers feel living in this scenario?
How different do you think the UK would look in this scenario compared with now?
• What do you think are the main differences you would see?
• Which issues do you think the people living in this future would be most concerned
about?
Before we move on, having discussed this in depth, how have you changed your
mind on how positive/negative you are about this world?
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Exploring World 2
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Questions, Workshop 2 discussion guide

Welcome to this world, which we call “Climate co-ordination”.
DISPLAY COLLAGE [SLIDE 6] ON SCREEN SHARE FOR THIS INTRODUCTION
In this scenario, decisions made now aim to affect a substantial decrease in carbon
emissions from all parts of UK society. This means that a significant amount of land
is converted into ways to store carbon or generate clean energy – especially
through growing trees.
Food policy is also focused on reducing our carbon footprint through greater use of
seasonal and local foods and a big drop in raising animals for meat, making meat a
lot more expensive.
Please open the envelope marked with a purple “two” and read through the
contents. It contains some examples of what it might be like to live in this world
ALLOW 15 MINUTES FOR PARTICIPANTS TO READ THROUGH AND TO ANSWER
QUESTIONS/HELP INTERPRETATION
What are your first reactions to this world – what did you particularly like or dislike?
• How different does it feel to today’s world? What feels the same?
SPECIFIC PROBES FOR STIMULUS MATERIALS – USE AS NECESSARY.
Sanctuary map
What do you like (or dislike) about the layout and rules of the sanctuary?
• How would you describe a trip to this sanctuary? Relaxing, interesting, boring, or
something else? Why do you say that?
• What do you think about the fines for breaking the rules?
Birthday party invitation
How different is this from a party invitation you might receive now?
• Would you pay a surcharge to eat meat at this party?
• How would you choose to get there?
• What sorts of people do you think might be able to travel abroad in this world?
Apple chips label
What about these crisps seems most different to a packet you might buy today?
• Would you eat crisps made from surplus apples from cider production? Why/Why
not?
• How effective would you say this is as a way to reduce food waste?
• How important are local production, carbon negative production, and biodegradable
packaging to the product for you?
RETURN TO SCENARIO COLLAGE
We’ve also included a copy of the collage I put on screen earlier in your packs. We
also shared this with you on the online community.
This collage represents how the whole UK might look in the year 2035. Individual
areas might vary but we’d like you to imagine that the landscape in your local area
and the entire UK looks like this.
Is this a world you would be happy to live in? Why/why not?
How do you think each of the themes we’ve been talking about would be affected by the
decisions made in this scenario?
• Producing food
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• Promoting biodiversity
• Combating climate change
• Recreation and leisure
• Protection from environmental hazards
• Clean air and water
What are the key trade-offs you can see between these themes?
And where can more than one theme benefit at the same time?
How might your local neighbourhood look different in this world?
• Would the main land uses around you change much? More or less housing,
farming, natural habitats, energy and so on?
How might this world be different for other types of people?
• How would it feel to be a young person/old person in this world?
• How might farmers feel living in this scenario?
How different do you think the UK would look in this scenario compared with now?
• What do you think are the main differences you would see?
• Which issues do you think the people living in this future would be most concerned
about?
Before we move on, having discussed this in depth, how have you changed your
mind on how positive/negative you are about this world?

15 mins
(1150 –
1205)

BREAK 1 – 15 minutes

40 mins
(1205 –
1245)

Exploring World 3
Welcome to this world, which we call “Home Front”.
DISPLAY COLLAGE [SLIDE 8] ON SCREEN SHARE FOR THIS INTRODUCTION
In this scenario, decisions made now aim to significantly increase the proportion of
food consumed in the UK which is grown here. This means that the amount of
farmland in the UK increases significantly and there is greater investment in new
types of food like meat substitutes.
Food policy focuses on increasing output of crops suited to growing in the UK and
increasing the efficiency of food production through high-tech farming methods and
genetic technologies.
Please open the envelope marked with an orange “three” and read through the
contents. It contains some examples of what it might be like to live in this world
ALLOW 15 MINUTES FOR PARTICIPANTS TO READ THROUGH AND TO ANSWER
QUESTIONS/HELP INTERPRETATION
What are your first reactions to this world – what did you particularly like or dislike?
• How different does it feel to today’s world? What feels the same?
SPECIFIC PROBES FOR STIMULUS MATERIALS – USE AS NECESSARY.
Seed packet label
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How interested would you be in visiting Biocosm farm to plant the seeds you’ve
been given?
• How would you describe a trip to farm visitor centre? Why do you say that?
• Why do you think a farm would be the UK’s leading tourist attraction in this world?
Pub menu
How different is this menu from one you might find in a pub today?
• Which of the menu options would you choose? Why?
• How would you describe the range of options available?
• What else would you want to know about the food on this menu?
Water regulation notice
How would you feel if you found this letter on the first day of your holiday?
• How much do you agree with the council’s decision to prioritise water for agriculture
over water for people?
RETURN TO SCENARIO COLLAGE
We’ve also included a copy of the collage I put on screen earlier in your packs. We
also shared this with you on the online community.
This collage represents how the whole UK might look in the year 2035. Individual
areas might vary but we’d like you to imagine that the landscape in your local area
and the entire UK looks like this.
Is this a world you would be happy to live in? Why/why not?
How do you think each of the themes we’ve been talking about would be affected by the
decisions made in this scenario?
• Producing food
• Promoting biodiversity
• Combating climate change
• Recreation and leisure
• Protection from environmental hazards
• Clean air and water
What are the key trade-offs you can see between these themes?
And where can more than one theme benefit at the same time?
How might your local neighbourhood look different in this world?
• Would the main land uses around you change much? More or less housing, natural
habitats, farming, energy and so on?
How might this world be different for other types of people?
• How would it feel to be a young person/old person in this world?
• How might farmers feel living in this scenario?
How different do you think the UK would look in this scenario compared with now?
• What do you think are the main differences you would see?
• Which issues do you think the people living in this future would be most concerned
about?
Before we move on, having discussed this in depth, how have you changed your
mind on how positive/negative you are about this world?
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Questions, Workshop 2 discussion guide
Discussion across scenarios
PARTICIPANTS RETURN TO INITIAL MODERATOR
You’ve now seen all three scenarios we wanted to share with you. Before we go to a
break, I wanted to ask if you had a favourite (or least favourite) scenario?
• What did you particularly like/dislike about it?
• How might other types of people feel living in this scenario? (Probe on young
people/old people, people from other parts of the country, city/rural dwellers)
• Which world might farmers and other land users prefer? (Probe on farmers,
National trust, wildlife charities, government)
What decisions do you think we should be taking now to head towards/avoid a
future that looks like this?

5 mins
(1255 –
1300)
40 mins
(1300 –
1340)

BREAK 2
Decisions in the landscape
For this final part of the day we wanted to talk about the sorts of decisions we need
to take to make sure land use in the UK meets the needs of the population.
There will always be trade offs between different land uses but there can also be
areas where two or more land uses can work together to provide multiple benefits.
What should our priorities be?
The potential 2035 scenarios we’ve presented show what the UK might look like if
we prioritised different things from the landscape.
Thinking about everything you’ve seen and read over the past month or so, what do
you think should be the highest priorities for the government as it decides a new
policy for rural land?
SHOW SLIDE 18 AND PROBE ON:
• Producing food
• Promoting biodiversity
• Combating climate change
• Recreation and leisure
• Protection from environmental hazards
• Clean air and water
FOR EACH SELECTED:
• How does this conflict, or work together, with the other priorities here?
• How might this be different for people elsewhere in the UK?
• Are any of these less important for us to think about? Why is that?
• Is there anything missing from this list we need to consider?
SHOW SLIDE 19
In the last workshop we used these hats to think about the future of land use from
different perspectives.
FOR EACH HAT
• How might your priorities differ if you thought about land use from this
perspective?
Who should be making the decisions?
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Who do you think should be responsible for making these decisions?
• What should the role of the UK government, devolved administrations and local
Councils be?
Which groups would it be important for them to consult with – and why?
PROBES:
• Farmers and those growing food
• Land owning charities like the National Trust
• Large private sector land owners
• Conservation organisations like the RSPB
• People living in the local area/all UK citizens
Finally – how would you sum up your thoughts on what you think are the most
important principles for how we use land in the future?
To answer this question, I’d like everyone to grab a piece of paper and write a single
word or short sentence that sums up how you feel about this.
Don’t show it just yet! When I say go everyone should show the word they have
written on screen and we can compare.

20 mins
(1340 –
1400)

MODERATOR: SELECT A NOTE TAKER TO PRESENT BACK TO THE GROUP AT THE
END
Sharing our principles
Thank you all for your time today! We hope you’ve had fun looking at the different
scenarios we’ve designed.
For this final section we’ve brought you all together to compare notes across the
groups to see where there is agreement – or disagreement – on the principles we
think are important for the future of how we use land in the UK.
CHAIR ASKS MODERATOR/NOMINATED PARTICIPANT TO RELAY BACK VIEWS ON
THE THREE SCENARIOS AND WHAT THE GROUP ARRIVED AT AS ITS KEY
PRINCIPLES FOR LAND USE. OPPORTUNITY FOR FEEDBACK BETWEEN GROUPS.
We’re now at the end of this group – thank you so much for your time now and in
the past few weeks. We’ll be writing up your thoughts into a report that will be
published early next year. Keep your eyes peeled for it!
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2.7 Workshop 2 slide deck
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2.8 Workshop 2 stimulus materials
Climate Co-ordination materials
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Follow the Market materials
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Home Front materials
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3 Telephone interviews
3.1 Recruitment
Ipsos MORI worked with their recruitment partners Field Mouse Recruitment to find eight interviewees
who are digitally excluded (due to low digital literacy and/or poor internet connectivity). To encourage
engagement and reduce socio-economic barriers, participants were financially incentivised for
participation in the interviews with a £50 thank you payment. The table below outlines the target quotas
and the actual sample achieved. We also included housing tenure and access to vehicles as ‘watching
quotas’. These were not used to choose participants but aided with constructing the land-use typologies.
All participants below either had a low level of digital confidence, internet speed below 10mb, or
both.
Table 3.1: Digitally excluded depth interview recruitment matrix
Demographic
Region

Gender
Ethnicity
Social grade1

1

Achieved sample
East Anglia and the Fens
North Wales
Western Scotland and
Highlands
South-West England
Female
Male
White
Ethnic minorities
ABC1
C2DE

1
2
3
2
5
3
6
2
4
4

See explanation at 2.1 above.
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3.2 Pre-interview booklet
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3.3 Digitally excluded depth interview pre-interview stimulus pack
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3.4 Digitally excluded depth interview topic guide
Timings
5 mins

Questions, telephone interviews topic guide
Introduction
INTERVIEWER TO INTRODUCE SELF, IPSOS MORI, ROYAL SOCIETY
KEY POINTS ON RESEARCH:
• Ipsos MORI, an independent research company, is doing research for the Royal
Society to explore how land is used in the UK and how this might change over the
next decade or so.
• The Royal Society is the UK’s national academy of sciences and an independent
charity which promotes quality scientific research for the benefit of society.
• It should be an interesting chat today – there is a lot of potential for change in how
we use our land over the next 15 years. We and the Royal Society think it is
important that people are consulted on the choices which might be made for us.
Your involvement will help us represent the UK public’s view.
• Your help over the next hour will be reflected in a report to be published in spring
next year that represents the UK public view on this.
• ENSURE PARTICIPANT HAS THE PRE TASK BOOKLET AND STIMULUS TO
HAND AND EXPLAIN LENGTH (1 HOUR)
MENTION MRS CODE OF CONDUCT:
• All our research adheres to the Market Research Society Code of Conduct and
the General Data Protection Regulation/Data Protection Act.
• This means that all data collected is confidential, anonymised and kept securely.
• We might use your words in the final report we write for Royal Society, but we will
never use any names so no-one outside the immediate research team will know
that it’s you who has said it.
• After today, if you think you don’t want your words or opinions being included in
the report, that’s also fine, just let us know.
• If you are all happy, I would like to audio record the discussion, so I don’t have to
scribble down lots of notes as we are talking. Is that okay?
• The recording will be held securely and deleted in accordance with our data
protection rules.

5 mins
00:00 –
00:05

Introduction
To get started I’d like to talk about your local area. Can you tell me what you like
the best about living where you live?
• What is the rural landscape like where you live – is it hilly, woody, by the coast,
next to a river or something else?
As you will have seen from the booklet we sent you, today we are going to talk
about how rural land is used in the UK.
There are lots of different uses for rural land; agriculture (or food production),
supporting nature and biodiversity, forestry for timber and storing carbon and
recreation like holidays on the coast, in the countryside, in forests or mountains.
The booklet covers some of these and shows how some types of land achieve
more than one of these uses at the same time.
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The land is our basic ‘material’ for delivering many of the things we need as a
society. As our needs and wants change, how we use the land could change in
coming years.
Imagine you could go forward in time by ten years. Thinking about the way things
seem to be going, what do you think might have changed about how rural land is
used in the UK?
PROBES
• Why do you say that?
• Is this something you want to happen, or just something you think will happen?
• What might have happened to the landscapes in the booklet we sent you?
10 mins
00:05 –
00:15

Introducing the landscape
The main thing I want to ask you about today is the future of rural land use in the
UK.
For various reasons the country is at a crossroads, where a lot of decisions need
to be made that could have a big impact on what the UK countryside looks like.
Living on a small set of islands we don’t have unlimited space! We need land to do
lots of different things and there is an opportunity now to think about what is
important and how we might meet all these needs.
Thinking about your local area, what would you say are the main uses for the land
near where you live?
• What other types of land are there near you? How is that different to elsewhere in
the country?
• What sorts of benefits do you get personally from home land is used in your local
area?
How much do you know about the people and groups who are in charge of making
decisions about how land is used?
• What recent decisions on land use have been made in your local area?
• How did you find out about this?
And thinking about the country as a whole, what are the most important things we
can use land for?

30 mins
00:15 –
00:45

Discussion of land use themes
DISCUSSION OF THE SIX THEMES – EACH INTERVIEW WILL DISCUSS THREE IN
TOTAL, C. 10 MINUTES PER THEME.
REFER TO THE ROTATION GUIDE TO ENSURE YOU COVER THE CORRECT
THEMES
We’re now going to talk about some of the main land uses that currently exist in
the UK landscape. Each is a broad theme that covers lots of different parts of the
landscape and our lives and they are all deeply connected.
You should have received a package from us with some pictures and diagrams in
it. Can you have that to hand for this section please?
MODERATOR NOTE: FOR EACH SECTION, THE QUESTIONS NUMBERED 1-4 ARE
THE KEY ONES TO ASK. PROBES AROUND ALL THE CHOICES ON THE SLIDE ARE
INCLUDED IN CASE THIS IS USEFUL.
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Theme 1: Food and Farming
USING THE PACK YOU WERE SENT IN THE POST, CAN YOU TAKE A LOOK AT
THE ‘PRODUCING FOOD’ SECTION? THIS STARTS AT PAGE 1.
What do you think are our main challenges when it comes to farming for food in
the UK?
1. Will these be the same or different in the next 15 years? How might they change?
Farms are businesses but they don’t always make a profit. Many rely on money
from government, which has come from a fund called the EU’s ‘Common
Agricultural Policy’ for decades.
This fund is now ending so government can change these payments to prioritise
different things. But there are different opinions about what we should do. Could
they plant trees to help combat climate change, promote biodiversity, or continue
to produce more food?
CHECK PARTICIPANT HAS STIMULUS SLIDE 2
If you look at the speech bubbles you can see some of the choices we could make.
What do you think about these choices?
2. Which of these do you think are the most important?
3. What would the impact of this choice be on the way you live your life currently?
4. What would you be prepared to change about your life to help this happen?
IF NEEDED: PROBES TO EXPLORE CHOICES
Less intensive, more organic farming
We could focus on producing less, but better quality, food
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• How would you feel if this meant food prices increased by a lot?
• What sorts of changes to our diets would we need to make if we followed this
idea?
• How far would people start buying cheaper, lower-quality and lower-welfare food
from abroad instead?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from changing our approach to
farming? Would rising biodiversity be a benefit?
Moving away from farming
We could use farmland for other purposes and import more food
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• The Committee on Climate Change recommend we devote 20% of our land to
climate change mitigation (via more forestry, peat restoration and bioenergy).
How far is reducing the amount of food we make a good way to achieve this goal?
• Who or what might benefit from this change? (hazard mitigation)
• Who or what might lose out? (Biodiversity)
High-tech farming
We could invest in automating farming and increasing productivity through
technology
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• Using more technology would make it likely there would be fewer jobs in farming –
how might this affect local areas?
• Who or what might benefit from this change? (Food production)
• Who or what might lose out?
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More intensive farming in some places, less elsewhere
Some areas could become solely farmland while others could be left completely
alone
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• How would it feel to live in an area of very high intensity farming? Or an area left
without any land management?
• How might this play out in different landscapes – what might happen in your local
area?
Multi-use farming
Some farming types can produce multiple benefits – but require us to change a lot
of what we do now
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• Some crops can grow with trees (e.g. trees for fuel or fruit with corn crops) but
little of UK farmland is set up for this – do we want to change uses of land which
have been there for generations?
• Who or what might benefit from this change?
THEME 2: Improving biodiversity
USING THE PACK YOU WERE SENT IN THE POST, CAN YOU TAKE A LOOK AT
THE ‘IMPROVING BIODIVERSITY’ SECTION? THIS STARTS AT PAGE 3.
What do you think are our main challenges when it comes to protecting species
and the environment in the UK?
1. Will these be the same or different in the next 15 years? How might they change?
The UK’s biodiversity – the numbers and varieties of animals and plants living here
– has been falling for some time. This has been identified as a problem because
having wider biodiversity provides lots of benefits such as cleaner air and water,
healthier and more productive soil and it is a source of natural beauty.
The importance of this issue will grow with other competing land uses such as
agriculture and housing. Current policy already seeks to remedy this
CHECK PARTICIPANT HAS STIMULUS SLIDE 4
If you look at the speech bubbles you can see some of the choices we could make.
What do you think about these choices?
2. Which of these do you think are the most important?
3. What would the impact of this choice be on the way you live your life currently?
4. What would you be prepared to change about your life to help this happen?
IF NEEDED: PROBES TO EXPLORE CHOICES
Managing land for species
Land that is turned over to nature still requires management to help beneficial
habitats emerge
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• Are there any areas where you think this would work better/worse?
• What do you think happens to land when people stop managing it?
• What does the term ‘rewilding’ mean to you?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Intensifying in some areas
Marking some areas for intensive food production while saving others for
biodiversity
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
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How might it feel to live in an area of intensive agriculture, or an area left for
biodiversity?
What other land uses should we think about saving land for? Why?
Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?

Mixed agriculture
Crops, animals and biodiversity can benefit from being farmed together
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• This can range from growing wildflower meadows with crops or animals, through
to agroforestry where animals are reared among trees. What types of mixed
farming have you heard of?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Building biodiversity into built-up areas
Supporting biodiversity not just in the countryside
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• What examples have you seen of people promoting biodiversity in built up areas?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Farming less intensively
Less intensive farming provides space for other species, allowing farming and
nature conservation to share land
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• These farming methods typically produce less food per acre than more intensive
approaches. What is your view on the trade-off between food and biodiversity
here?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
THEME 3: Combatting climate change
USING THE PACK YOU WERE SENT IN THE POST, CAN YOU TAKE A LOOK AT
THE ‘FOCUSING ON CLIMATE CHANGE’ SECTION? THIS STARTS ON PAGE 5.
What do you think are our main challenges when it comes to mitigating and
adapting to climate change in the UK?
1. Will these be the same or different in the next 15 years? How might they change?
The scientific consensus is that the earth’s temperature is rising. In the UK its
main effects are less predictable and more extreme weather events like storms and
flooding.
The UK government has signed up to the Paris Climate Agreement and is planning
the actions it can take to reach a “net zero” carbon emissions target by 2050
CHECK PARTICIPANT HAS STIMULUS SLIDE 6
If you look at the speech bubbles you can see some of the choices we could make.
What do you think about these choices?
2. Which of these do you think are the most important?
3. What would the impact of this choice be on the way you live your life currently?
4. What would you be prepared to change about your life to help this happen?
IF NEEDED: PROBES TO EXPLORE CHOICES
Replenishing peat bogs
Increasing the land cover that stores carbon in the ground
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• What thoughts did you write down in the pre-task booklet about peat bogs – can
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you share them with the group?
How important is preserving these environments for carbon benefits versus using
the same soil to produce food? Or to farm grouse for shooting?
Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?

More renewable energy
Making renewable energy a land use priority
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• How would you feel if more of your local area was converted for use as solar
farms and energy storage in the UK?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Paying farmers to store carbon on their land
Using land for CO2 storage rather than food
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• To what extent would you support paying farmers to do things other than produce
food?
• Carbon storage could be through planting trees, maintaining natural landscapes
like peat bogs or wildflower meadows – how do you feel about these options?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Moving away from animal husbandry
Making agriculture more efficient through choosing plants over animals
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• How would you feel if meat became a lot more expensive in the UK?
• Farming animals could still go on but it would need to be much more efficient and
automated, or much less intensive (like organic methods) – which do you prefer?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Changing our diets
Reflecting the carbon cost of our diets in the choices we make by eating less meat
and more local/seasonal food
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• How realistic do you think this change would be for people you know?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
SYSTEM 4: Reducing environmental hazards
USING THE PACK YOU WERE SENT IN THE POST, CAN YOU TAKE A LOOK AT
THE ‘REDUCING HAZARDS LIKE FLOODING’ SECTION? THIS STARTS ON PAGE 7.
What do you think are our main challenges when it comes to protecting people in
the UK from environmental risks such as flooding?
1. Will these be the same or different in the next 15 years? How might they change?
Over the past decade, increasingly frequent extreme weather events have
increased the occurrence of environmental risks like flooding, drought and coastal
erosion. Increasing development for housing and agriculture makes these risks
more common still.
We expect the dangers posed by these risks to increase into the future and current
policies are considering the strategies we need to take to minimise the risk to
people and mitigate the impact of these hazards
CHECK PARTICIPANT HAS STIMULUS SLIDE 8
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If you look at the speech bubbles you can see some of the choices we could make.
What do you think about these choices?
2. Which of these do you think are the most important?
3. What would the impact of this choice be on the way you live your life currently?
4. What would you be prepared to change about your life to help this happen?
IF NEEDED: PROBES TO EXPLORE CHOICES
Protecting and restoring peat bogs
Letting vegetation regrow on bogs to hold water
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• Bogs are commonly used for other purposes like growing food and stocking game
animals – how important are these uses compared with this proposal?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Tree planting
Plants’ roots secure soil and prevent water running off quickly into rivers
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• Trees and plants would need to be planted in specific areas – how far would you
support this if these are currently farmland, tourism/historic sites or people’s
houses and gardens?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Reintroducing key species
Beavers as a case study
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• Reintroducing beavers is opposed by some farmers because they are concerned
the animals can damage farmland and spread disease to farm animals. How does
this concern compare for you with trying to control flooding?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Managing river catchments better
Ensuring sensitive areas upland are not built on or farmed
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• Some types of farming are suited to these upland areas and cannot move
elsewhere – e.g. sheep farming. What do you think should be the balance
between these uses of land?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Stricter planning controls
Constricting the building of homes and infrastructure in areas prone to flooding
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• How would you feel about living in an area at high risk of flooding?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
THEME 5: Leisure and heritage
USING THE PACK YOU WERE SENT IN THE POST, CAN YOU TAKE A LOOK AT
THE ‘CULTURE, HERITAGE, RECREATION AND LEISURE’ SECTION? THIS
STARTS ON PAGE 9.
What do you think are our main challenges when it comes to providing
opportunities for leisure and culture for people in the UK?
1. Will these be the same or different in the next 15 years? How might they change?
The UK has a varied landscape which draws tourists from around the world.
People enjoy being in the landscape through activities such as visiting heritage
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and natural sites (e.g. Stonehenge, Giant’s Causeway), holidays on the coast and
walking in hills, mountains and the countryside. Large parts of the country are
managed for tourism and culture by National Parks and charities such as the
National Trust.
As the UK population continues to increase, we expect to see rising demand
among UK residents to access the countryside – and the Covid-19 pandemic has
made ‘staycations’ even more popular this year. But as population rises are in
cities, not everyone can access the landscape to the same extent.
CHECK PARTICIPANT HAS STIMULUS SLIDE 10
If you look at the speech bubbles you can see some of the choices we could make.
What do you think about these choices?
2. Which of these do you think are the most important?
3. What would the impact of this choice be on the way you live your life currently?
4. What would you be prepared to change about your life to help this happen?
IF NEEDED: PROBES TO EXPLORE CHOICES
Protecting historic ways of life
Subsidising people to live traditional ways, in traditional landscapes
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• What are your views on paying farmers to follow traditional methods that help
maintain a traditional landscape, rather than producing food?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Financial support for tourism
Land use payments for running campsites, forest retreats etc.
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• How far should land owners be paid to use land for recreational purposes, over
other uses such as growing food?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Impact on rural livelihoods
The impact on jobs for the rural population
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• What sort of support do you think a rural community might need to change from
farming to other skills?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Improving access
Linking urban and rural more strongly
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• How important do you think it is that access to the countryside is improved for
people living in big cities?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Changing planning regulations
Blending urban and rural
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• How important is ensuring people can move more easily between urban and rural
settings?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
THEME 6: Clean air and water
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USING THE PACK YOU WERE SENT IN THE POST, CAN YOU TAKE A LOOK AT
THE ‘CLEAN AIR AND WATER’ SECTION? THIS STARTS ON PAGE 11.
What do you think are our main challenges when it comes to ensuring clean air
and water for the UK?
1. Will these be the same or different in the next 15 years? How might they change?
Clean air and water are important for our health. For instance, most drinking water
in the UK is taken from natural sources. Pollution from farming or overuse can
degrade these aquifers. Air pollution is another threat, particularly in cities but also
elsewhere.
A rising, urbanising population increases pressure on clean air and water sources
through pollution and also through rising agricultural production. This is an issue
for the most populated parts of the country in particular.
CHECK PARTICIPANT HAS STIMULUS SLIDE 12
If you look at the speech bubbles you can see some of the choices we could make.
What do you think about these choices?
2. Which of these do you think are the most important?
3. What would the impact of this choice be on the way you live your life currently?
4. What would you be prepared to change about your life to help this happen?
IF NEEDED: PROBES TO EXPLORE CHOICES
Prioritising some water uses
Giving priority to farming, carbon storage, or to people
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• Currently water for drinking is seen as the priority in all circumstances. How far
should this change? Where?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Natural solutions
Protecting peat from ammonia pollution and expanding peat coverage to help the
environment
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• How far do you support reducing space for food production to help provide
cleaner air and water?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Agricultural technology
Investing in modern agricultural technology to reduce waste and emissions
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• How far should we use technology to keep farming as it is now, or should we think
about different ways of making food?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Incentivising cleaner agricultural methods
More directed subsidy to farmers who pollute less
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
• Larger farms might find it easier to switch methods – how do you feel about more
subsidy going to larger farm businesses?
• Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?
Water technology investment
Making household consumption more efficient
• What do you think are the positives and negatives here?
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How important is this step compared with the other options presented here?
Who or what else might benefit or lose out from this change?

Thinking about the future
We will be speaking to a lot of other people on this project in focus groups and
through other interviews. Our goal is to get an understanding of what people want
to do with land in the UK for the future.
There should be another sheet in your pack. This one outlines three different
directions we think government policy might take. We’ll talk through each three in
turn now and I’d like to hear your thoughts about how important each is, which you
think might be likely to happen, and which you would want to happen.
CHECK PARTICIPANT HAS STIMULUS OF THREE POLICY DIRECTIONS FOR THE
FUTURE – SLIDE 14
1. Cheap food and economic growth
2. Reducing our carbon emissions and protecting the environment
3. Growing much more food in the UK than we do currently
Which of the three are you most interested in?
• Why do you say that?
• Which do you like the least – and why?
Thinking about the first direction (cheap food and economic growth), what sort of
impact do you think this would have on the different themes we discussed earlier?
• Would any gain or lose out?
• Which of the choices might we take to reach this goal?
• How might this affect your local area?
Thinking about the second direction (reducing carbon and protecting the
environment), what sort of impact do you think this would have on the different
themes we discussed earlier?
• Would any gain or lose out?
• Which of the choices might we take to reach this goal?
• How might this affect your local area?
Thinking about the third direction (food security and increasing UK production),
what sort of impact do you think this would have on the different themes we
discussed earlier?
• Would any gain or lose out?
• Which of the choices might we take to reach this goal?
• How might this affect your local area?

5
minutes

Interview close
Thank you for your time today, we’ve come to the end of my questions!
Before we finish, I had one final thing to ask. If there was one message you would
like me to give to the Royal Society and the other people we are talking to, about
what is important to you personally about how we use land in the UK – what would
it be?
THANK AND CLOSE
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4 Mobile app diaries with famers
4.1 Recruitment
Ipsos MORI worked with their recruitment partners Field Mouse Recruitment to find eight farmers to take
part in mobile app diaries. To encourage engagement and reduce socio-economic barriers, participants
were financially incentivised for participation in the interviews with a £200 thank you payment. The table
below outlines the target quotas and the actual sample achieved:
Table 4.1: Farmer video diaries – recruitment matrix
Mobile app diaries with farmers (8 participants)
Region

Farming type
(totals greater than
number of farmers
due to mixed use
farms)
Farming style

Size of farm3

Tenure

East Anglia and the Fens
North Wales
Western Scotland and Highlands
South-West England
Arable
Cattle / dairy
Hill sheep
Horticulture / market gardening
Mixed
Accredited organic producer (or transitioning)
Diversification (agrotourism / camping / event hosting / unusual
livestock etc.)
Small
Medium
Large
Owners
Partnership
Tenants
Mix of ownership/tenancy

2
2
2
2
3
6
4
2
6
42
4
3
3
2
1
2
3
2

One farm was two-thirds organic, one-third conventional.
In comparison to Defra average land area and animal numbers
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/866807/regionalstatistics_overview_20feb20.
pdf
2
3
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4.2 Information sheet for participants
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4.3 Questions and activities
Recurring topic: Daily diary task
What’s happening on the farm today?
Share your video diary here! Take a 60 second video talking us over your plans for the rest of the week’s
work.
Topic 1: Welcome to Ipsos MORI AppLife!
We’d like to start by getting to know you a little better – could you tell us about the history of your farm?
•

How would you describe what your farm does?

•

How has this changed since you first started?

Please use photos, text and videos to show us around
Topic 2: Diversification
Today we would like to ask you about using farm land for purposes other than producing food – what is
sometimes called diversification.
•

Is this something you have done? Please share a video with us explaining any other sources of
income you have that aren’t farming.

•

How important a part of your business is this now? Will it be more or less important in the future?

Topic 3: Producing Food
Today we’re interested to know more about what you produce.
•

What food and other products does your farm produce?

•

How has this changed in recent years, and what drove you to make this change?

Please send us photos and videos of your produce.
Topic 4: Life on the farm
Good morning! Today’s task is about your day-to-day work.
•

Can you share photos and video with us showing what you enjoy most – and least – about your
work?

Topic 5: Climate change
We’d like to talk about climate change today.
•

How, if at all, do you think climate change will affect how your farm works in the future?

Please send us photos or videos of the impact climate change might have
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What steps have you taken on your farm to manage and control your greenhouse gas
emissions?

Please send us photos or videos of the steps you are taking
Topic 6: The future of food
Today we have different questions for different types of farming. Take your pick (or answer both!)
Cattle/livestock farmers
We have a quick question for you today on the future of animal husbandry.
•

How do you see the ways livestock are farmed in Britain changing over the next decade?

Arable/horticulture farmers
Today's question is on changing tastes in the UK.
•

What would the impact on your business be if people’s diets in the UK become increasingly
vegetable-based?

Topic 7: Flooding on and from your land
Good morning! We’re covering flooding today. Like yesterday, we've got different questions depending
on whether you have an upland or a lowland farm.
Lowland farms
•

How much of a problem is flooding on your land?

•

Can you share a video talking about what happened the last time you had a flood?

•

How do you see the threat to your farm from flooding changing over the next few years?

Upland farms
•

How much of a problem is flooding for areas downstream from your land?

•

Can you share a video talking about what happened the last time there were floods locally?

Topic 8: Biodiversity
We hope you had a good weekend! Welcome to the final week of this diary. Today’s question is about
biodiversity and the relationship between your farm and the wild plants and animals around it.
•

How would you describe this relationship?

•

Is biodiversity something you actively think about when farming? If so, which plants and animals
do you pay particular attention to– and why?

Please use photos, text and videos to show us.
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Topic 9: Pollution and the environment
Today’s topic is all about pollution and environmental management. Please share some photos and
videos of things you are doing on your farm to help with this. This could include:
•

Minimising run-off, efficient use of inputs and soil management to improve water quality

•

Minimising ammonia emissions from either slurry or fertiliser

•

Steps to improve or maintain the health of the soil

•

Further measures which help with local air quality, local water quality and local soil health

Topic 10: The final diary entry!
Today is your last video diary. Thanks so much for sharing the past few weeks with us.
As you know, we want to use some of these videos to show members of the public what it is like working
on a farm.
•

Can you use this diary slot to tell us the one thing you’d like the public to think about when it
comes to the future of farming in the UK?
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5 Online community
5.1 Participation
As mentioned above at 2.1, participants were paid £60 for three weeks of participation on the online
community. Of the 93 members of the public, 91 participated fully in the online community.

5.2 Questions and activities
Welcome screen:

Welcome activities
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Topic 1 – Food production
What goes on in a farm? Part I
While you've been taking part in online workshops we've also been asking some farmers to keep video
diaries to show us what a working farm looks like 2020.
Below is a video one of our farmers took to show us how she produces her organic butter. We'd like you
to watch this video and then write your answer to the questions in the text box below:
•

Was there anything you saw that surprised you?

•

How much did you know about how butter was made before watching this video?

•

How might non-organic butter production look different?

[Video from farmer’s mobile app diary]
What goes on in a farm? Part II
We'd like to share another video with you, this time of one of our farmers showing us how they use
"cover crops".
Farmers often use cover crops to protect soil over winter or to improve soil quality between sowing crops
like wheat. You can read more information on this here.4

https://www.treehugger.com/definition-of-cover-crop3016953#:~:text=A%20cover%20crop%20is%20a,and%20pests%2C%20and%20promote%20biodiversity.
4
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He also mentions "direct drilling", which is a technique where the ground is not ploughed before sowing
the seeds. You can read more about this here.5
We'd like to know your reactions to this video, especially:
•

What do you think about this way of farming with large fields and machinery?

•

Before watching this video, what did you think farmers did with their farmland at times of the year
when they are not growing crops?

[Video from farmer’s mobile app diary]

5

https://www.farmersguide.co.uk/business/
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Topic 2 – Biodiversity
1. Biodiversity and farming
We've included a video from one of our farmers where she talks about improving the biodiversity of the
grasslands she grazes her cattle on. Please watch the video and use the text box below to reply to
the following questions:
•

What in this video surprised you, or taught you something you didn't know before?

•

Have you seen cattle grazing on fields that look like this?

•

Can you think of any drawbacks to this approach?

[Video from farmer’s mobile app diary]
2. Protecting the Corncrake
Some farmers are involved in protecting the corncrake - a bird that was found across the UK in the early
20th century, but had become very rare by the 1990s. This was because the tall, grassy fields where
they raised their chicks were being mowed earlier in the year, using mowing machines.
In Scotland, government funding is used to pay farmers to delay when they would normally want to cut
their grass and to change how they would do it to help protect the bird:
"[We would normally cut it in] June, but the scheme gives me a financial payment to delay cutting until
1st August. We also have to cut in a corncrake-friendly manner. This means cutting field from the centre
of field and work your way to the edge. This should allow birds to move away from machine and be safe"
What do you think about this - is this the sort of thing farmers should be paid to do? Write your
thoughts below.
3. What is “rewilding”?
One possible future use for UK land is what is known as "rewilding" - trying to return the land to what it
looked like before it was intensively managed by humans. Often this require re-introducing animals that
previously lived there, from beavers to bears.
We would like you to read this BBC article6 about rewilding in the UK and let us know your thoughts:

6

•

Does this sound like a good or bad idea overall?

•

Where might this work better (or worse) in the UK?

•

How would you feel if an area close to where you live was rewilded?

http://www.bbc.co.uk/earth/story/20150604-can-we-make-britain-wild-again
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Topic 3 – Climate change
1. Climate change: threats and opportunities
Over the summer we spoke with our farmers they dealt with two bouts of extreme weather - a heatwave
and also period of unseasonably heavy rain.
In the video below, one of the farmers talks about the issues climate change is presenting his farm, but
also about some of the opportunities he sees from it.
Please watch the video and then answer the question below - would you say the threats climate
change poses to the UK outweigh any benefits we might see, or do the benefits outweigh the
threats? Please explain your answer in the text box underneath.

2. How big is the carbon footprint of your food?
People often talk about the "carbon footprint" of various things such as clothes, food and travel. This is a
measure of the amount of carbon dioxide emissions produced when each item is made.
The BBC has recently published a food carbon footprint calculator.7 We would like you to use it to look at
the carbon foot print of some of your favourite food and drinks.
Once you have looked at a few foods we'd be interested to know your thoughts on the following
questions:
•

Were you surprised by the carbon footprint of any particular food or drinks?

•

How far is reducing how much we eat of highly polluting foods a good way to reduce our overall
carbon footprint? Are there other things we should focus on instead?

Topic 4 – Recreation and leisure
1. Where do you like to visit locally?
This topic is all about the things we do in the landscape for fun!

7

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-46459714
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We'd like you to take a photo of a local beauty spot, park or landscape that you like to visit and upload it
here.
There's a follow up question where you can explain a little bit more about it to us.
(If you're not able to upload a photo please skip this question and move to the next one.)
2. Where do you like to visit locally?
Thanks for uploading a photo of somewhere local you like to visit.
We're interested to know what you think about it - could you answer the following questions?
•

What do you like about it? is there anything you don't like about it?

•

How did you first find out about it?

•

How do you get here? Do you walk, cycle, drive, or something else?

•

Do you know who owns and looks after it?

Topic 5 – Clean air and water
1. Quick poll: what is the air and water like in your local area?
Today's topic is all about clean air and water.
We're interested to know what you think about the quality of the air and water in your local area. Below
we've included two poll questions about the water and air where you live.
Please answer these and let us know the reasons for your responses in the comment box underneath.
The air
quality in my
area is…

Very good

Fairly good

Neither good
not poor

Fairly poor

Very poor

The water
quality in my
area is…

Very good

Fairly good

Neither good
not poor

Fairly poor

Very poor

2. Ammonia pollution
In the first workshop we spoke a little about ammonia pollution. Ammonia is a gas which is produced as
a byproduct of farming. It is harmful human health and to biodiversity in high enough concentrations you can read a little more about it here.
Today we'd like you to use an online pollution tool to find out how much ammonia pollution there
is in your local area.
1. Visit this website: https://naei.beis.gov.uk/emissionsapp/
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2. Enter your postcode into the search bar at the top
3. Select "Ammonia" from the drop down menu at the top left of the screen
This will let you see what ammonia pollution levels are like in your local area and the surrounding
environment. Once you've done this please type a response below to our questions:
•

Were you surprised by the results? Are they high/lower than you expected?

•

Where do you think the ammonia pollution that exists in your local area comes from?

•

How much did you think about ammonia in your local area before now?

Topic 6 – Environmental hazards
1. Flooding on the farm
Watch the video below from a farmer in mid Wales. His farm is high on the hills so flooding isn't a
problem - but he has to consider the impact of water running off his farm and into rivers for communities
downstream.
After you've watched the video let us know your thoughts in the text box below:
•

Did you know about the impact farming upstream can have on people living further downriver?

•

What other benefits might the farmer (and downstream communities) get from storing more
rainwater in his farm?

•

Should hilly and wet areas like this be farmed, or should they be forested to help store even more
water?

[Video from farmer’s mobile app diary]
Topic 7 – The future of the rural landscape
1. Quick poll: What should our priorities be?
At your second workshop we will talk about how the decisions we make now might influence how the UK
landscape will look, long into the future.
There are lots of different things we could choose to prioritise - which of the following do you think should
be the main priority for the UK?
Select one of the options below and add a comment about why you think this should be the top priority.
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2. Meet the farmers
At the same time as running workshops with people from around the country, we have also been
speaking with farmers about their views on the future of land use.
We asked them about their views on the future of farming - the videos below show some of their
responses. We'd be interested to know your thoughts on each of the videos below!
These farmers have now also been included in the community which means they will also be able to
respond to your questions.
3. The future of farming I
The video below is from a farmer based in East Anglia, reflecting on how his farmland might change in
the next 15 years.
He feels that a lot will change due to "ELMs", the Environmental Land Management Scheme, a system
designed to replace the current way farmers are paid subsidies.
His view is that he might need to diversify what he does and expand his farm to survive - what do you
think it would be like to live in a future where farms get larger?
[Video from farmer’s mobile app diary]
4. The future of farming II
The video below is from a farmer based in North Wales talking about his views on the future of farming
subsidies.
He would prefer less government subsidy for farmers, but only if the price of food in supermarkets rises
to reflect the cost of its production. However, he feels it is unlikely that the public would accept this.
What do you think it would be like to live in a future where food is higher quality but costs a lot more than
it does now?
[Video from farmer’s mobile app diary]
5. The future of farming III
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The video below is from a farmer based in Scotland talking about the future of farming subsidies
(payments from the Government).
He feels that the public are interested in using farming subsidies to promote biodiversity but aren't aware
of the impacts this might have. For instance if subsidy for food production is reduced then farming in
other parts of the country might become more intensive because only larger, high production farms can
survive without government funding.
What would it be like to live in a future where some farms are small and eco-friendly, while others are
large and very intensive?
[Video from farmer’s mobile app diary]
Topic 8 – The future of the UK landscape – “Follow the Market”
At your second workshop we will begin to think about what the UK landscape could look like in 2035.
We will introduce you to three different 'worlds', which will have different consequences for the themes
we've discussed at your first workshop and on this community.
The first world is one where economic growth and access to cheap food are the most important
factors. We have included a collage below of what that might look like.
Please have a look at this picture and let us know your thoughts! You can drop a pin on the collage to:
•

Highlight things that have grabbed your attention, or that you want to know more about

•

Point out items or activities which look especially good (or bad) to you

You can also add pins to comment on things you think are relevant to the six themes we discussed at
the first workshop. As a reminder, these are:
•

Producing food

•

Improving biodiversity

•

Combating climate change

•

Reducing environmental hazards

•

Providing opportunities for culture and leisure

•

Protecting clean air and water

Please do not click on "submit" until you have placed all the markers you want to add!
[image of “Follow the Market” world, see 2.8 above]
Topic 9 – The future of the UK landscape – “Climate Co-ordination”
At your second workshop we will begin to think about what the UK landscape could look like in 2035.
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We will introduce you to three different 'worlds', which will have different consequences for the themes
we've discussed at your first workshop and on this community.
The second world is one where reducing carbon emissions and protecting biodiversity and the
environment are the most important factors. We have included a collage below of what that might
look like.
Please have a look at this picture and let us know your thoughts! You can drop a pin on the collage to:
•

Highlight things that have grabbed your attention, or that you want to know more about

•

Point out items or activities which look especially good (or bad) to you

You can also add pins to comment on things you think are relevant to the six themes we discussed at
the first workshop. As a reminder, these are:
•

Producing food

•

Improving biodiversity

•

Combating climate change

•

Reducing environmental hazards

•

Providing opportunities for culture and leisure

•

Protecting clean air and water

Please do not click on "submit" until you have placed all the markers you want to add!
[image of “Climate co-ordination” world, see 2.8 above]
Topic 10 – The future of the UK landscape – “Home Front”
At your second workshop we will begin to think about what the UK landscape could look like in 2035.
We will introduce you to three different 'worlds', which will have different consequences for the themes
we've discussed at your first workshop and on this community.
The third world is one where increasing the amount of food grown in the UK is the most
important factor. We have included a collage below of what that might look like.
Please have a look at this picture and let us know your thoughts! You can drop a pin on the collage to:
•

Highlight things that have grabbed your attention, or that you want to know more about

•

Point out items or activities which look especially good (or bad) to you

You can also add pins to comment on things you think are relevant to the six themes we discussed at
the first workshop. As a reminder, these are:
•

Producing food
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Improving biodiversity

•

Combating climate change

•

Reducing environmental hazards

•

Providing opportunities for culture and leisure

•

Protecting clean air and water
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Please do not click on "submit" until you have placed all the markers you want to add!
[image of “Home Front” world, see 2.8 above]
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6 Steering group
6.1 Engagement with the process
In addition to scoping interviews (1.3) and attendance at the online workshops (2.2.), the steering group
reviewed Ipsos MORI’s materials and outputs including presentations and Q&A at the following formal
meetings:
•

Monday 1st June 2020

•

Wednesday 2nd December 2020
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For more information
3 Thomas More Square
London
E1W 1YW
t: +44 (0)20 3059 5000
www.ipsos-mori.com
http://twitter.com/IpsosMORI

About Ipsos MORI Public Affairs

Ipsos MORI Public Affairs works closely with national governments, local
public services and the not-for-profit sector. Its c.200 research staff focus on
public service and policy issues. Each has expertise in a particular part of
the public sector, ensuring we have a detailed understanding of specific
sectors and policy challenges. Combined with our methods and
communications expertise, this helps ensure that our research makes a
difference for decision makers and communities.
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